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Section I Overview 



1'. Proj ect Surrmary 

Vol'mteer Youth Research (VYR) was a treatrrent and research progr'am 

for juvenile delinquents funded by the Pilot Cities Progr'aID of the Law 

Enforcement Assistance Adm:inistration and irrplerrented in the Portsmouth., 

Virginia Juvenile and WIJEstic Relations Court. It was initiated Sep

terrber 1., 1974., and ended August 31., 1975. 

A review of the literature on treatrrent programs with delin::,tuents 

revealed that recurring problem included a lack of noti vation for treat

IJEnt on the part of the delinquents., very limited contact tire between 

the treatment agency and the delinquent dealt with, and that in many pro

grams the goals Were not oriented towards specific behavioral criteria. 

In an atterrpt to inprove on sorre of these past problems VYR was based 

on a treatrrent model developed by Sch\'iitzgebel (1965) in 1flhich delinquent 

boys were hired as subject-eXperts in a research center for the studY of 

delinquen,cy. Subjects "'Tere recruited from probation rolls and given the 

option of program participation as an altemati ve to standard probation, 

thus participation was voluntary, and clients could withdraw at any ti.rre 

if they preferred to. 

VYR was limited to boys between the ages of 13 and 17 and was conduc

ted in a storefront center in downtown Portsmouth. The boys "'Tere to attend 

an average of about three visits per week and were paid for their partici

pation. 

The primary gpals of the program were as follows: 

(1) To significantly decrease the nurrber of arrests and convictions 

of the treatmmt group during aDd after treat:rrent. 
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UJ.'I 70 significantly decrease time incarcerated for the treatIlEnt 

I group alter treatrrent. 

(3) To produce a significant improveIlEnt in rreasured developmental 

level of Iroral judgrr:ent for those subjects who engp.ge in dis-

cussions of rroral dilerrrrnas. 

Secondary goals of the progr:am included: 

(1) D9termining the relationship between the nurrber of arrests and 

convictions and frequency and rated quality of contact wi~h the 

center. 

(2) To assess from staff and client ratings whether the activities 

and techniques used were differentially valued by the clients. 

Treatrrent activities included the following series derived from re

search programs which had derronstrated sorre success: (1) Recorded in-

dj.'vidual personal interviews, (2) Group discussions, (3) ~ JV.bdeling and 

role play in interpersonal problem situations, (4) Group discussion of 

rroral dilemmas, (5) Behavioral contracting, ar-'l (6) Outside errployment. 
J 

\',n:Lle none of these treatments is original with this program, their com-

bination in one program does represent a new approach, particularly since 

the rroral judgrrent and behavioral treatrre.;'lts have evolved from separate 

theoretical backgrounds. An additional activity which was not part of 

treatrrent but crucial to research was pre- and post-testing on a nurrber 

of cognitive variables. 

Inferring from court records and test results, VYR has been effective. 

The follOwing points support this conclusion: 

1. Comparing the court records of twenty-four matched pairs of ac-

tive and control delinquents, fifteen pairs had no convictions at 
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the end of the proj ect" for to.'I'O pairs the active participants 

had more convictions and for seven pairs the control subjects had 

more convictions. Using the Sign Test for I'fatched Pairs, this 

difference significantly favors the active participants (p < .09). 

2. Comparing the same twenty-four pairs for number of arrests, 

thirteen pairs yielded no arrests, four pairs revealed more arrests 

for the active participant, and seven pairs yielded more arrests 

for the control delinquent. This difference favored the active 

participants but was not statistically sigpificant (p < .13). 

3. Comparing tire inearcerated for the twenty-four pairs, nineteen 

showed no tinE incarcerated" one active participant was incarcer

ated for three and one-third months and four controls were in

carcerated for a total of fourteen and one-third m:mths. Again 

the difference favored the active group but was not statistically 

significant due to the small nunber of entries. 

4. Moral judgm~mt as measured in the lVbral Developrent Interview im

proved significantly for all three groups (:e. < .001); however, 

although the active participcnts made the largest inproverrent, 

doubling that of the delinquent controls, their change did not 

differ statisticalJ.y from that of the other tl'l'O groups who also 

improved (p ::. .15). Thus, this was a qualified success. 

5. Cognitive TIEasures administered pre- and post- revealed the 

following changes in thinking for the active participants. The 

Picture Identification Test showed a change in the participants I 

concept of succorance, irrplying they regarded asking for help as 

a more constructive act (e. < .05). Attribution TIEasures indicated 
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that the active partici,ants bec8.l1'B rrDX'e likely to make personal 

attributions of responsibility for problem behaviors than to 

attribute such responsibilicy to others (p < .05). Finally ~ the 

Internal-External Control Scale showed that the active partici

pants became significantly rrDre internal, i. e. ~ believed that 

they had more control over the consequences of their behavior 

thal1. they did at the proj ect I s beginning. !file cognitive measures 

thus reveal conceptually ID2aningful and convergent changes in the 

thinking of the participants. 
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2-" Introduction 

vfuen the local Pilot Cities staff requested project proposals, a 

decision had been made to emphasize irrproverrent in juvenile justice, and 

a general guideline was their preference for proj ects which would both 

provide needed service to the cormnunity and accorrplish research. 

Philosophy 

At the time a small but steadily increasing number of behavior rrodi

fication progr81TB with delinquents (e .g., Tharp and Wetzel, 1969; Sarason, 

1968; Schwi tzgebel, 1965) were showing positive results which contrasted 

with the general ineffectiveness of r.:.ost programs in the area (Polk and 

Kobrin, 1972). This provided an opportunity to try corrbining £'rom several 

progr81TB, practices whose value had been derronstrated, into a single re

search and treatment program on the effectiveness of treatrrent with 

delinquents. 

From a review of the literature several prominent problems were iden-:: 

tified which seemed to have hindered prior progr81TB, and an attempt was 

made to minimize these problems in the present instance. One of the rrost 

frequently cited characteristics of delinquent children hindering treat

TIEnt efforts is their lack of motivation to seek or continue treatrrent 

(Stieper and Wiener, 1965). Commnly, the delinquent is not personally 

dissatisfied with himself but has created a problem for the community. 

To minimize the irrpact of this lack of rroti vation the current program was 

based on a model developed by Schwitzmebel (1965) in which delinquent 

boys were recruited and hired to act as subject-experts in a research 

center for the study of delinquency 2."1d its treatrrent. In the present 

progralll, boys on probation were given the option of participation in 
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this research proj ect in li.eu of standard probation. Participation was 

volunta'~"Y, and the child could withdraw if he chose and reiJurn to standard 

probation. To emphasize this freedom, the program was named Volunteer , 
Youth Research (VYR) in the early rronths. To date very little attention 

has been directed to the effects of open or voluntary institutions as 

corrpared with closed or nandatory ones (Buehler, 1973). Hopefully> this 

issue will receive far m::>re attention in the near future. 

Another attribute of delinquents which often interferes with treat

rent efforts is the: fact that their peer culture is a rrat~or influence in 

their lives and is likely to encourage behaviors antithetical to treatrrent 

goals (Buehler, Patterson, and Furniss, 1966). One aspect of VYR which 

accommodates to this problem is the fact that the participants formed 

friendships within the program and thus at least sorlE of their friends 

were pursuing goals similar to their m'ffi. 

Shiftine from subject variables to program variables \'Thich have 

hindered treatrrent approaches, a frequent problem has been an attemPt to 

change the "whole person" rather than specific behaviors ivhich can be 

readily identified (Ostrom, Steele, Rosenblood, and Mirels, 1971). At 

the other extrerre sore behavior m:>difiers have focused on specific be-

haviors which are so m::>lecular as to be trivial or which are unique to 

the treatrrent environment. In an attempt to avoid these problems VYR 

used treatrrent activities (to be outlined in a later section) which 

included specific limited goals. In turn it "las hoped that accorrpli shing 

these e,roals would IlEdiate changes on rrore global rreasures such as court 

records. 
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A further concession to the above problem was an emphasis on both 

specific behaviors and cognition within VYR. When the program ~Tas de

signed sorre few behavior modi:f.i .. ers had expressed a speculati VB interest 

in attempting to integrate behavioral and cognitive approaches (e. g. , 

Beck, 1970). VYR represents a serious treatrrent program attempt to use 

both behavioral and cogni ti ve treatrrent procedures and to attend to 

several cognitive variables other than content of educational rraterial 

in assessing the irrpact of the program. 

Eerleman and Steinbaum (1969) suggest that limited contact time be

tween the delinquent and the change agent has also been a serious detri

rrent to past programs. A series of projects reviewed by these authors 

show either no record of contact time or low levels of contact (less than 

once per week) . VYR was designed to yield al1 average of approximately 

three one-hour contacts per week between participants and staff rrembers. 

Further, computer programs ·were developed during the program vfhich yielded 

print-outs on both client and staff tiTlE at regular intervals througpout 

the year and assured an ongoing record of contact both for proj ect feed

ba:ck and later analysis of results. 

A third problem in many delinquency treatrrent programs has been in

flexibility of treatrrent personnel; frequently, despite reCUITent negp.tive 

results, treatment l,'1orkers are as corrmLtted to non-productive behavior 

sets as a:re the clients whom they serve (Caplan, 1968). In VYR, since 

several treatment activities were used, some flexibility was irrplicit in 

that a client might respond better to some activities than to others. 

Further, for those clients who eng~d in behavioral contracting, contracts 

necessarily had to be written which were designed for and acceptable to 
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the iIldi vi duals involved. Finally , individual personal interviel"lS involved 

talldng about rnaterial which the client vohmteered and therefore which 

was presumably of interest to him. Thus, there were both several activities 

any one of which might particularly suit a given client, and sorre acti

\d.ties were tailored to individual needs. 

A final frequently occurring problem in past prograrrs consisted of 

inattention to generalization and rraintenance of treatment effects. If 

VYR had continued, plans were included for continuing low level involve

IlEnt of past clif:nts; however, the program was fi..mded ror one year only 

and this could not be irrplerrented. Attention was directed to grneraliza

tion, however, as most of the behavioral contracts attempted involved 

behavioral changes in the natural environment, and part-tirre jobs or job 

training ~lere obtained for several participants. In addition, the fact 

that the program was conducted in the community rather than an isolated 

inst.itution meant that rrany changes in behavior were occurring in the 

natural environment and did not have to be transferred fran one living 

sitU3.tion to another as is the case with a residential program. 

Subj ect Pay. v..lJ:1en Schw:Ltzgebel conducted the' program from which the 

present one was derived, he payed his s ubj ects for their partiCipation 

in tte program just as qollege students are paid for their time as research 

subjects. Payrrent of participants was included as a part of the Volunteer 

youth Research program and participants received two dollars per hour for 

any seheduled participation which was :pot recreational in purpose. Ori

v.nall'y, this was a somewhat controversial aspect of the program, as sorre 

communLty rrerrbers feared this might be viewed as subsidizing delinquency 

and receive unfavorable p1..lblicity. This was not an unreasonable fear 
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given the anDlmt of negative publicity focused on corrections recently, 

however, payment was included for two reasons. 

First, payrr.ent for their time had positive irrplications for the role 

the subj ects 1-vere filling. Namely, their tirr.e was of value to someone 

and they were performing a service by participating. Secondly, Trost had 

to take the bus to reach the program and spent seventy cents for the 

round trip. Thus, the pay helped to enhance participant ffi)ti vation as 

well as defraying the expense of participation. 

With the exception of the weeks when testing was implemented the 

maximum amount that could be earned in a week was six dollars so that the 

participants could malce a rrodest amount, perhaps cOII!Parable to an 

allowance, but it was not a particularly lucrati ve activity. 

The authors I iII!Pression was that payment for participants was bene

ficial, but rrost 1o'1Ould have been willing to participate without pay once 

they had established sorre rapport with the staff and a sense of being a 

part of the program. . The staff :iJrplemented some free days on which 

participants could attend but no pay was available. Sorre attended, 

however, since it was only teII!Porary, most preferred to wait until a 

payed tirr.e for an appointment. The staff, too, "'Tas reluctant to im- ~ 

plement this very vigorously as they felt ma..'1Y of the participants 

needed the IIDney. Perhaps rrore significantly, lTElrlY participants spent 

. spare tirr.e at VYR for which they received no pay, which w.ade it apparent 

that, part iGipation and invol verrent in VYR was of value to them in 

aqdition to receiving cOII!Pensation. 

Eventually, VYR did receive publicity in a local paper, however, 

rather than being labeled as "subsidizing delinquency" the reporter was 

I'fDst helpful in labeling the program as an "investrr.ent against crime." 
" 
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3. Staff and Organization 

The staff of VYR included five positions, a coordinator, two 

counselors, a clerl<-typist, and a half-time research assistant. In 

addition the designer of the program served as a co-coordinator initially 

and as a weekly consultant for the duration of the program. 

For the coordinator position a person was sought who was exper

ienced in worl~ \~th delinquents and capable of assuming responsiblity 

for the administration of the program. It was also necessary for the 

coordinator to have an interest in behavioral treatment methods and 

research as the program involved both. 

The counselor POSitions required individuals with a bachelors degree 

and certificates as probation officers. They had to be willing to learn 

nei'l treatment :rn.::thods and to implement most of the research tasks, so 

at least a moderate understanding of research techniques was necessary. 

The clerk-typist had to rr.eet standard secretarial requirements, and 

in addition be able to relate effectively to the program's clients, as 

the clerk-typist handled scheduling of appointments and was present with 

the clients in the waiting room. 

The research assistant position requiI'ed a person 'who was familiar 

with computer progarnming. This person's duties consisted primarily of 

organizing and scoring data, converting it to computer card form, and 

developing needed computer prograrPB. 

The coordinator and one counselor had. worked in and supervised group 

youth homes in Virginia, and their experience with delinquents, and 'with 

the correctional system was quite valuable. All staff members were in 

their late t\lTenties. The two more experienced members were white males 
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and the second counselor and clerk-typist were black females. 

The coordinator" two counselors and clerk-typist worked in a rented 

store front building in downtown Portsmouth, Virginia .. They were 

responsible for the ~nplementation of the program and exercised consid

erable freedom in conducting the treatment activities, within the 

restrictions of research needs and the experimental design of the 

program. 

The author and the research assistant had offices at the College 

of William and J'f.tary, approximately fifty miles away. The author visited 

the staff weekly for a variety of functions including training for 

treatment activities, prOviding treatment and research materials for use 

in VYR, and general supervision to insure that research requirements 

Vlere being met. 

Relationship to the Court. The program was conducted through the 

Portsmouth, Virginia Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court, and all 

personnel were responsible to the Director of Court Services. The Court 

provided needed services and cooperation (e. g., administering the payroll, 

providing subjects and access to records for matching the delinquent 

groups and collecting data) and permitted a comfortable degree of 

autononw to the program. A significant consequence was that participants 

seemed to understand that VYR VI/aS part· of the Court but also had the free-
-

dom not to. reveal person~l information ,which was discussed in interviews 

or which. might be revealed in the many tests administered. 

The relationship to the Court was facilitated by the location of 

the VYR building which was separate from the Court but within convenient 

walking distance for meetings and consultation. 

.' 
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4 . Budget and Program Costs 

Budget. VYR' s budget for one year requL-red $69,078 of which 

$LI8, 264.00, or 69.9 per cent vTaS in the form of a federal grant from 

the Law EnforceTlEnt Assistance Administration. Cash matching funds 

from the state of Virginia consisted of $8,959, or 13 per cent of the 

total, and in-kind match consisted of $11,855, or 17.1 per cent of the 

total. The in-kind matching services consisted primarily of evaluative 

research perforrred by faculty and students at the College of ~villiam 

and Mary and the use of college research facilities. 

Table 1 shows the composition of the budget with the columns 

each corresponding to one of the above sources of funds and the rows 

corresponding to budget categories typically l.lSed in LEAA forms. 'Ihe 

first category, Personnel, included salaries and frL.'1ge benefits of . 
the program employees. Professional ServIces included consultant's 

fees and research evaluation services. The Travel category included 

mileage for local staff travel and travel fees for training purposes. 

The Equiprrent category included audio and video recording equipTlEnt 

and standard office and waiting room furniture. Supplies and Operating 

Costs included office rental, telephone ser\Qce, consumable supplies, 

and computer time. 

The only budget category which would clearly not be required 

annually for continued operation of a program such as VYR is that of 

EquipTlEnt, or $4,285.80. All other funds would be necessary on a yearly 

basis. An area of potential savings is that of the time spent in 

staff training during the first year. filany training activities could 

be drastically reduced once the stills "l'Tere acquired during the first 
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year; however, this would result not in dollar savings but in an 

:increase :in staff tine available for -:reatment activities at no :increase 

:in cost. 

Cost of Services. In order to get an estimate of the cost of 

the services provided per participant one should take into account 

the fact that a considerable effort i'1 the VYR program was directed to 

research. If one subtracts the total :in-kind services, $11,855, all of 

which were required for the research and evaluation as~ects of the program 

and involved no actual cash expenditu:-es from the total budget and divides 

the remainder by the 30 participants the result is an average expenditure 

of $1,907.43 per participant. This is a somewhat inflated figure as it does 

not aSSign a value to the time spent testing control groups which was 

exclusively a research cost. 

One way of estimating the cost pe~ participant which yields a 

projected cost if research activities Jf the staff were focused on 

treat:rr:ent is as follows. The average :.lumber of sessions attended by 

program participants I'las 54.5. The tc-:al nurnber of testing sessions 

attended by control subjects was 703. Dividing the average attendance 

figure into the latter number yields t?-!.e equivalent time for approximately 

13 fUll time clients that was spent on testing control subjects. If the 

adjusted total budget is then divided ''Jy the total number of 43 clients 

the cost per full time equivalent clie::1t is $1,330.76. 'llius, an estimate 

of the cost per client is reasonably p:aced in the range of l300 to 1900 

dollars. 

The cost of the research was not deducted from the above figures 

because the Qutcorre research is less L"1)Ortant than the treatrrent 

a.cti vi ties theIT1Gel ves . Rather, outCOlTE research is a necessity if 
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treatment activities are to be reasonably decided on; however, the 

projected cost per client merely makes it eas:Ler to compare costs of 

this program with those of other treatment programs which have not 

included research efforts in their budget. 

Table 1 

Budget SUITIrIE..rY 

Federal Local Total 
Cash In-kind 

A. Personnel 32,'795.86 8959 0 41,854.86 

B. Professional Services 5,353.65 0 5,731.00 11,084.65 

C. Travel 570.28 0 0 570.28 

D. Equipment 2,540.80 0 1,745.00 4,285.80 

E. Supplies and 
Operating Costs 7,003.41 0 li-,379.00 il,382.41 

48,264.00 8959 11,855.00 69,078.00 

69.9% 13.0% 17.1% 

Salaries. Staff salaries were established on the basis of the salary 

scale in the Juvenile and Do:rrestic Relations Court. Thus, the Counselors 

received the equivalent of starting pay for probation officers. The 

Coordinator received more money ·which reI'lected the require:rrent for a more 

experienced person in this position. Since ther-e was no equivalent in the 

% 

60.4 

16 

0.9 

6.2 

16.5 

court to the research assistant's position the half ti:rre research assistant 

was paid at the same rate as a beginning probation officer also. 
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5. Subjects 

Subj ects for this program carne :from two sources, juvenile court 

probation rolls ffi1d the Portsmouth City school system. Criteria for 

inclusion of delinquent subjects in the progr'am were as follows: 

1. They were to be be~veen the ages of 13 and 17. 

2. 'rhey should have a conviction in juvenile court and have at 

least six months remaining on probation at the start of the pro~~am. 

3. They should not be repeated hard drug offenders. 

A list of sixty narrES of boys on probation who fit the above 

cri teria was provided by the Director of Court Services. From this li.st, 

pairs of subjects were matched for race, age, most serious offense and 

number of offenses, and when aVailable, intelligeBce. Matching for 

severity of offenses IVas done using eight categories of offenses developed 

for research purposes by Fitch and Thomas(Note 1). This classification 

system can be seen in Appendix A. Subj ects :from each pair were then 

assigned to the delinquent experimental and delinquent control gr'oups 

by tossing a coin to eliminate bias in assigping the subj ects to gr'oups 

as vlell as to eliminate the possibility that the groups might differ 

in degr'ee of motivation if the subjects were permitted to select the 

group of their choice. 

The option of participation in VYR was then introduced to these 

boys by their probation officers, and they were asked to visit the VYR 

building and see if they would lil\:e to participate. 

Difficulty was encountered at this point as the probation officers 

were differentially eff'ecti ve in getting boys to come and examine the 

program. It Ivas asswned that this reflected differing attitudes toward 

the program by individual probation officers as they may have regar-ded 
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it as a cOIT!Plerrent to the:i,r own work, a competitor for probationers who 

showed promise of improvement, etc. E"leni;ually, after futher requests 

for additional referrals, all probatio::1 officers cooperated 1'1ell, but 

for future similar programs establishing and maintaining a positive 

non-threatening, working relationship ~'rith other service agencies 

merits considerable attention. 

A further difficulty encountered iV-as that IlDst boys wanted to be 

in the experimental group once the pro27'am was introduced, and some 

were openly disappointed at being assigrled to the control group. It 

also proved difficult for the staff me::bers to implerrent this group 

assignment in that they developed some' attachment to the boys in the 

process of rreeting and testing them arid disliked having to tell the 

control subjects they could only parti~ipate in testing. A concession 

was made on this point in that control subjects who wanted to were 

permitted to participate in occasional recreational activities such 

as g,'Oing to basketball games, but were ::-lot permitted to attend any 

treatment activities. This concession \'ias made both to maintain the 

staff's IlDrale and attitudes about the program and to minimize 

frustration for the control group subjects and thereby increase the 

probability of their attendll1g the post testing sessions. 

Non-delinquent subjects were obtaLned through the Portsmouth City 

School System. Range for age and intellectual_ level were specified 

by VYR staff and a list of potential subjects was provided by the 

school system. The staff members then contacted the parents and boys 

by phone and letter. Participation fo:, all subj ects was contingent on 

obtaining sigped parental approval. Another problem -encountered was 
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that in attempting to match subj ects on age, raCE: and intelligence 

mol'e non-delinquent boys were excluded than was anticipated, Conse

quently we obtained a total of 24 non-delinquent subjects. Further, 

in so:tn::! instances we were able to match only two of the three groups 

so that the final matching for the three groups was pru:tial, and 

depending on the dependent variable under consideration, different 

numbers of subj ects are compared in the analysis of the program. 

Appendix B lists identification numbers of subjects from the 

three groups with their age, race, 1. Q. scores when available, and 

offenses for delinquents, and it can be seen that total nls for the 

delinquent experi:tn::!ntal, delinquent control, and non-delinquent groups 

are 31, 27, and 24 respectively. Concerning the matches, there are 20 

matches for all three groups, 6 matches of delinquent experimentals and 

delinquent controls, 1 match of delinquent control and non-delinquent, 

and 2 matches of delinquent. Not all subjects completed every test 

so that the number of subj ects varies for different comparisons in 

the program. 

D21inquent Subtype. Quay and Parsons, (Note 2) has developed a 

system for the classification of four delinquent sub-types; inadequate

immature, neurotic, psychopathic, and subcultural. This assignm::mt is 

made on the basis of three sources of data: (1) a self report questionnaire, 

(2) rating of life history data by SOIreone who knows the subject, and (3) a 

behavioral checklist in which a probation officer or counselor checks behaviors 

actually observed for the subject. All delinquents in the present study were 

assigned to one of these subtypes after the program was initiated. ThuS, 

delinquents were not matched on this variable before the study, but the 

:L'1formation was available for subsequent analysis and delinquent subtype 
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therefore constitutes an additional independent variable in the study. 

Throughout this eValuation the terms "psychopathic" and "sociopathic" are 

used interchangeably as they are in much of the literature, with both being 

associated with attributes such as fighting, irresponsibility, disruptiveness, 

and disobedience. 

One final point should be made concerning the manner in which the 

experimental subjects' data were analyzed. !rhe author decided that 40 

sessions seemed to delineate active and relatively inactive experimental 

subjects .. Since it required a modal number of about 14 sessions just to 

complete testing this lTeant a subject had to complete oore than 26 non

testing visits to be included in the active group of experimental subj ects . 

Subsequently, analyses have been done using either all experimental subjects 

or actives and inactives separately, 

It should be noted that this delineation into active and inactive 

participants is not intended to irrply that one had to attend 40 or oore 

sessions in order to benefit from the program. This is not the case. The 

staff observed positive changes in several of the inactive participants 

which seemed to result from their involveJ:Ient with VYR. The division "las 

rrade to try to assess whether differential changes, either behavioral or 

cognitive, were associated with level of attendance. 
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6,. Procedures 

'Ihe treatment process in this program consisted of a hierarchy 

of activities beginning with academic research participation requiring 

only attendance and passive cooperation by the subjects, and progressing 

through activities requiring the juveniles' increasing involvement and 

active participation in modifYing their own behaviors. Following 

Subject selection, and subject recruitment as discussed above, the 

order of progression through the treatrrent tasks from passive to active 

participation was as follows: 

1. Academic Research. The measures chosen for the testing portion 

of the program heavily stressed cognitive variables in an attempt to 

sample the effect of the progr>am on the thinking of the participants. 

Tests collected before and after treatment include: (1) Kohlberg's 

Moral Developrrent Interview, which j.s an individually administered 

interview which determines an individual's level of moral judg;ment 

'within a six stage developmental theory, Kohlberg (1973), (2) Paragraph 

Completion Test, which samples the level of complexity of one's cognitive 

functioning, (3) Perry Stories, which consist of 40 brief situations 

for which the subject is asked to rrake an attribution of causality or 

responsibility for behaviors described (Shaw and Sulzer), (1964), (4) and 

attribution !lEasure designed for this study in which four types of delinquents 

'Nere described according to Quay and Parson's (1971) categpries in order to 

assess the effect of the subject's similarity to the protagonist on 

attribution of causality and responsibility, (5) Picture Identification 

Test, which assesses an individuals concept of 22 types of nntivation from 

Murra.y's need theory of personality (Chambers, 1972), (6) I-E Scale, which 
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rreasures whether an individual attributes control of their behavior 

primarily to the environment or to oneself, (Rotter, 1966) and (7) Personal 

O:i."'ientation Interview, which wa.s administer-ed only during post testing 

and yields 14 scales designed to reflect the extent to which a person is 

self-actualizing. 

2. Individual Personal Interviews. This activity consisted of the 

participant talking into a tape recot'der, usually with a staff member, 

but sometirrEs alone. The counselor conducted these sessions as they chose 

and generally tried to encourage trust and self-disclosure. The 

task was alternated with testing initially in order to provide some 

variety in the activities and to increase interest due to sore uncer

tainty as to 'what might be done in any given session. This use of 

uncertainty was :inferred from Quay (1965) who has postulated that 

delinquents require more variety and stirrulation than non-delinquents. 

Individual interviews were conducted throughout the program although 

far more during the early m:mths than later. Later individual sessions 

included more emphasis on specific goals such as behavioral contracting. 

3. Group· Discussions. Group rreetings were used to discuss 

behavIor of group rrembers.) to discuss issues with which they were 

concerned, and to solicit ideas from the participants on activities in 

which they would like to participate. Group sessions also helped to 

establish the idea that group activities had a purpose, familiarized 

participants with each other, and ma.de it easier to conduct later more 

structured group activities. Activities which they worked on in groups 

included the discussion of feelings and problem behavio~, the creation 
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of collages which were then posted prominently throughout the building, 

cleaning up a city building in which a IDlseum was to open, and con

tributing art proj ects for a showing and sale at the museum to raise 

money for disadvantaged Niger~an school children, most of these activities 

being developed and maintained by the staff. 

4. Modeled Problem Solving. Aside from the pervasive assurrption 

that treatment personnel should be good models for delinquents to follow, 

very little systematic research concerning the modeling process with 

delinquents has been conducted. In VYR adaptive behavior i'Tas modeled 

for problem situations which delinquents are likely to encounter 

(Sarason, 1968). These situations included such scenes as resisting 

attempts by others to start fights, how to avoid provoking police, and 

how to minimize one's own contributions to a fami.ly argument. Scripts 

were read and sometimes portrayed by staff members and/or participants 

and then discussed. In each instance both positive and negative 

examples were portrayed and discussion centered on the relative lnerits 

of the differing ways in which the participants might behave. There were 

12 scripts used, and they were done at the rate of one per week in 

sessions of approximately one hour each. At the end of the program 

during post-testing, participants were intervievled to determine how 

m:my of the stories they could spontaneously remember, and the amount l-

of detail they could rerrerrber. An· example script and accompanying 

questions can be seen in Appendix C. 

5. Moral Dilenma Discusslons. i:\ohlberg's (1958) six-stage theory 

of moral development implies that delinquents are deficient in moral 

judgment and that moral development can be enhanced via discussion and 
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encountering reasonillg that is slightly more advanced than one's olAm 

level. Drawing on the work of Blatt and Kohlberg (1973) moral dilemmas 

were presented and discussed ill swEll groups ill VYR for a period of 

twelve weeks. The dilemma.s. used centered on issues such as justice, 

value of life, property, and civil rights, and the staff rrembers attempted 

to elicit and emphasize stage three reasoning. This activity will be 

discussed in considerably greater detail ill the chapter devoted to 

moral reasoning. 

6. Behavioral Contracting. This activity consisted of the parti

cipant actively working with a staff member to change target behaviors 

jointly decided upon. Agreerrent to participate ill this kind of effort 

constituted a positive result of the program ill itself. In each 

illstance the participant and the staff rrember j oilltly created a contract 

ill which the participant specified what he wished to accomplish 

and a tirre at which the contract would be evaluated as to its success. 

At that point they had the option of renegotiatillg the contract. 

Behaviors focused on included such thin~s as school attendance, a variety 

of school behaviors, independent reading, job seeking, and avoiding 

misbehavior such as stealillg. 

7. Outside Employrrent. Because it has been empirically demonstrated 

that obtaining employment can have marked long range benefits for 

offenders (l\lfassimo and Shore, 1963), staff rrembers in \lYR tried to 

obtain employrrent for participants when feasible . Five participants 

already had or obtained jobs on their own during the program. The 

VYR staff ai.ded an additional six youths in finding jobs or job training. 
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Although this part of the p~ogram was sOlTEwhat hamper'ed by VYR IS 

one year duration and by the national economic picture at the tirre, 

considerable effort was exerted by staff members toward this end. 

Local, state, and federal agencies 'i-Jere contacted about emploYlTEnt 

possibilities. Ads were run on local radio and a feature article in 

the local paper soliciting part-tilTE jobs for teenagers. Unfortunately, 

the IIE.in result of the publicity was a series of calls from teenagers 

and parents inquiring about any left over jobs for themselves or their 

children, respectively. 

vfuile the small number of jobs obtained precludes any systematic 

evaluation of the effectiveness of this part of the program, it is 

still considered an activity well worth future emphasis . 

. ;-



Section II Evaluation: Primary Data 



7. Court Data 

The experimental design used in this program was the Pretest

Posttest Control Group Design as described in Campbell and Stanley (1963). 

The design includes a delinquent experirrental group, two matched control 

. gt:'oups, one delinquent and one non-delinquent, and pre and post 

rreasures on dependent variables. In sorre instances due to incorrplete 

rntching or testing of subj ects, the design was rrodified. Delinquent 

, groups were rntched as closely as possible on age, race, intelligence 

and nurrber and type of offenses. Thus, it was assumed that salient 

differences betw'een the DIlO groups at the proj ect 's corrpletion should 

be attributable to the effects of the program. 

Primary Data. Primary data for the program refers to data which 

reflects directly on the program's effectiveness. In tbj_s case that 

includes court records during the progt:'am, youth cards from police 

files, and pre and post mJral developrrent interv lews " The original 

stated goals of the program were to significantly reduce the number 

of arrests, number of convictions, and tirre incarcerated for partici

pants and to produce a significant improverrent in rroral judgment for 

the program participants. It was also hypothesized that attendance 

and rated degt:'ee of participation in the p~gram would be related to 

court cthta results. 

Charges and Arrests. Number of charges and arrests were combined 

due to a low frequency of occurrence of each taken separately. This data 

was obtained from youth cards filed by the police which record the 

nature and date of arrest, and from court records of number of charges. 

On this measure twenty-four (24) pairs of delinquents were corrpared using 
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the Sign Test for Matched Pairs (Hayes -' 1963). Although the total 

number per group included 31 actives and 27 delinquent controls, this 

corrparison was done with 24 pairs due to the fact that 3 subjects 

originally assigc1ed to the active group never attended any treatTIEnt 

sessions and four others: could not be adequately matched \~th subjects 

fr0m the delinquent control group. None of the non-delinquent control 

subjects had any arrests or charges during the duration of the program, 

and they were not included in any court data comparisons. 

Comparing the 24 pairs on charges and arrests combined, 12 pairs 

yielded no occurence of either. For 8 pairs the controls exceeded the 

experirnentals and for 4 pairs the experimentals exceeded the controls. 

Expressed in percentages, 29 per cent of the active group were either 

arrested or charged during the program as compared to 42 per cent of 

the controls. Number of charges and arrests, as well as convictions and 

tiTrE incarcerated, per individual in each pair can be seen in Appendix D. 

The difference between groups in this instance is in the expected 

direction but not statistically significant due to the relatively short 

duration of the VYR program and consequent small number of charges and 

arrests. A later post-check should be more informative on this question 

and on the other court data as ';Jell. 

Convictions. \Vhen the 24 pairs were compared on number of convic

tions 15 pairs yielded no ,convictions, 7 pairs yielded more convictions 

for delinquent controls than for the activ~ group, and 2 pairs yielded 

more convictions for the active than for the control group. Expressed in 

percentages, 8 per cent of the active gr'oup had a court conviction during 
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the program1s duration versus 33 per cent of the delinquent contro~ 

group. Applying the Sign Test for Matched Pairs to this data, the 

difference even with such a small sample approaches statistical signi

ficance (p<.09). 

Two prorrrinent possibilities existed for explaining this difference. 

First, the active delinquents might have been guilts of fe'l'ler anti-social 

acts while the program was running, and this may have been reflected in 

fewer convictions. This seerred to be true in many instances, and the 

lower rate of charges and arrests for program participants supports this 

hypothesis. Second, the court might have been influenced by the fact 

that a boy was a VYR participant and have shmm reluctance to convict 

a child if a staff member from VYR spoke in his behalf. ~Jhile this latter 

alternative was possible, the point was clarified by a response from 

one of the two Juvenile and Domestic Relations Court judges, who explained 

that participation in om'" progr'3J.'U had no effect on findings of innocence 

or non-innocence (i. e., convictions), as Vl'R staff members never spoke 

on behalf of a boy until after the finding was arrived at. This was also 

the procedure followed by probation officers of the court so that even 

this did not constitute special treatrI12nt for program participants. 

He did think that VYR participation had affected the disposition of sorre 

cases, however, and thus could have affected the results for time incar

cerated. 

Incarceration. Comparing the two groups for t:ime spent incarcerated 

one active participant was incarcerated as compared to four control subj ects . 

Nineteen pairs yielded no incarceration time for either member. Percen-

tage of subjects incarcerated for each of the groups thus equals 
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4 per cent for the program participants and 17 per cent for the control 

group. The direction of the difference supports the a priori hypo-

thesis; however, again due to the small numbers involved the difference 

is not statistically significant. 

Court Data and Attendance. An additional hypothesis in the original 

proposal was that degree of irrproverrent, i. e., decreases in the vari-

abIes involved, should be significantly correlated with frequency of 

contact with the center. Due to the nature of the court data (in 

which each variable includes a majority of zero t=ntries and ve~J 

limited range) such a relationship is not easily demonstrated. The 

only variable with a sufficient number of occurrences to permit 

assessment of this relationship is that for charmes and arrests combined. 

To test this hypothesis a point-biserial correlat:Lon was calculated using 

arrests and/or charges as a dichotomous variable (i.e. -' a subject 

was labeled as (1) having been arrested or charged, or (2) having no 

record of arrest or charge), and the number of sessions attended i'TaS 

used as a continuous variaJllle. Subj ects for this analysis consisted 

of all active participants including four for W!10TI! we had no matched 

delinquent controls. Therefore the sample size was 28 rather thab. 24. 

The point-biserial correlation between these two variables is -0.41, 

which is a statistically significant relationship (p< .05). 

Thus, high attendance at VYR was significantly associated with 

no further court contacts during the program's duration., l:.U1d conversely, 

lOY1 attendance was associated with the occurrence of either an arrest, 

a charge, or both. 

This correlation might be interpreted as the VYH program having had 

a beneficial effect in reducing court contacts. It could also be 
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int(~rpreted as reflecting a tendency for selective attendance in VYR 

So. ti:,~t perhaps high risk youths were less interested in the program, 

attended less, and got in more trouble, and vice-versa for low risk 

youths. If the latter interpretation were true, assuming that 

severity and number of offenses prior to the program's onset would 

reflect likelibood of later court invol verrent, one would expect that 

severity of past court record would correlate negatively with number 

of sessions attended. For matcJ:-ling purposes, subjects' prior convictions 

had been converted to a number between 1 and 8, a system developed 

by F'itchand Thomas (1972). The algebraic sum of their numbered 

convictions then represented past court record. A ~earson product

IrlOITBnt correlation calculated for number of sessions attended and 

combined number and severity of past convictions showed no relationship 

between the two (r=0. 078) . 'Ihus, severity of past court invol vernent 

was clearly not differentially associated with low attendance in ~!R~ 

and the more likely of the two interpretations appears to be that 

VYR was beneficial in effectively reducing court contacts while the 

program was operating, and the original hypothesis is supported. 

Generally, the court data support the original bypotheses 

and indicate that VYR did have beneficial effects on the court involve

rrent of the participants while the program was operating. It "rill 

be :i.mportant to determine whether this early trend is maintained at 

a one year follow-up assessment, and it should also be possible at that 

tiITB to relate court records to sorre of the testing rreasures taken. 
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8. fJIoral. Reasoning 

Because most readers are probably relatively unfamiliar with the 

moral. reasoning portion of this program and because a great deal. of 

staff time was spent on this activtty the background theory and lit-

erature is presented here in greater detail than for some other portions 

of the VYR program. 

In Streetcorner Research, a program on which VYR is based" 

Schwitzgebel (1965) rrade the following comments on the value of attending 

to the philosophy, implicit or explicit, of juvenile offenders: 

The theoretical. orientation of our staff involves 
both an examination of the psychological processes of 
behavior change in an individual. case and at the same 
time a consideration of the person's philosophical 
perspectives. 

Sorre offenders might well be described along the 
philosophical. dimension as primarily concerned about 
~diate physical pleasure (hedonism)" or pO'"Ter over 
others (Charrberlain), or independence £'rom social. 
values (Nietzsche), or the absurdity of existence (nihilism). 

p. 85 

One of the approaches used in VYR, discussion of moral dilemmas, 

utilizes a theory of moral. developrrent which asSUIl'eS that all children 

are implicit moral. philosophers and that the particular philosophy one 

uses is determined largely by the structure of one's thinking. 

Kohlberg's cognitive stage theory of moral development posits 

6 stages of moral. reasoning and states that the sequence of progression 

through this sequence is universal., although individuals and cultures 

differ on the ceiling stage attained (Kohlberg and Turiel, 1971). 

Stages 1 and 2 are labeled pre conventional. thinking in that the 

individual at either of these stages has li.ttle or no concept of 

social convention and orients toward external. consequences of action. 
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Stage 1 is typically labeled the Punishment and Obedience stage; 

stage 2 is the Instrumental Relativist position. 

Stages 3 and 4 represent conventional thOl~t, and the thinking 

at these stages stresses conventions between individuals at Stage 3 

and between the individual and society at Stage 4. They are labeled 

the InterpersonDl Concordance and Law and Order orientations, respec

tively. 

Stages 5 and 6 constitute post-conventional thought, and in both 

of these st.ages the individual requires that social conventions be 

derived from just and fair princd.ples in order to rerit support. 

Stage 5 is exemplified by the Social Contract and Stage 6 by an 

orientation to Universal Ethical Principles. 

A finding of importance to the present research is Kohlberg IS 

(1958) discovery that delinquent boys wlth a record of antisocial 

behavior reasoned at the preconventional level whereas nondelinquents 

of the same age shmled :t1Dre conventional :t1Dral reasoning than their 

delinquent peers. This finding has received further support and 

specification recently in a study by Campagna and Harter (1975) in 

which :t1Dral development was compared for sociopathic and normal 

children matched for mental age and I. Q. Campagna and Harter found 

a clearly significant deficit in :t1Dral reasonil1g for the sociopathic 

boys and attributed the deficit to inadequate opportunity for role 

taking and identification in their family interaction. fuus, past 

findings have shown that sociopathic delinquents use a lower' level 

of moral reasoning than non-delinquent peers, and Campagna and Harter 

imply that the pre--conventional :t1Dral reasoning is a mediating variaoille 

jn the emergence of' delinquent behaviors. 
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If delinquent youths'do show such a deficit:J then it is an 

important issue as to whether their moral reasoning can be improved 

and if so, to what extent. Once the stages and their sequence were 

established via supportive research findings (e.g., Koh1berg, 1958; 

Turie1, 1966) the next emphasis in Kohlberg's work was on moral 

education. Rest, Turie1, and Kohlberg (1969) showed that people pre

ferred moral reasoning at a stage level slightly above their m'm 

when given forced choice comparisons and that if an individual 

is exposed to a point of view approximately one stage above their own 

this is an optinE.l condition for producing improverrent in their moral 

deve10prrent. In a direct attempt at moral educatioD, Blatt aYJ.d 

Kohlberg (1973) conducted discussions of moral di1eIlJl1E.s with upper 

middle class 11 a.'1d 12 year old children in a Sunday school class 

and produced an average increase of 66 points on moral TlE.turi ty scores. 

The moral maturity score has a range from 0 to 600, and one stage 

is equivalent to 100 pOints, therefore the authors were producing 

a meWl in!Provement of roughly two thirds of a complete stage via 

these d.i.scussions. In a second e).-peri.Irent with disadvantaged black 

children a rrean improvement of 34 points was obtained. 'rhus, for this 

population, improvement was less marked but still significant. Further 

findings by Kohlberg and his colleagues have implications for the age 

range at which one might best attempt m::>ral education with delin

quents. First, it has been shown that \vhi1e moral TlE.turity scores 

at age 10 for nondelinquent children correlate very poorly with adult 

moral judgment (r=.24), scores at age 13 correlate far better (r=.78). 

Second, deve10prrenta11y during the interval from 10 to 14 years, 
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children typically move from preconventional (stages I and 2) to 

conventional levels (stages 3 and 4) of moral judgrrent. Considering 

that delinquents have been shown to be retarded in nnral development 

relative to nondelinquents one ~ght assume that an ideal time for 

facilitating the transition from preconventional to conventional 

moral thinking for delinquents would lie in the early to mid teen age 

years. 

It was expected that boys participating in discussions of moral 

dilemmas would show significant irrproverrent in moral reasoning and that 

their improvement would exceed that of both delinquent and nondelin

quent control subjects not participating in discussions. The disQt~sion 

procedure was based closely on that of Blatt and Kohlberg. Prominent 

differences between the present study and theirs include the l..~e 

of discussion leaders who were unaware of nnral development theory 

prior to training, and the use of delinquent subj ects . Since 

pretesting of moral development was conduc.ted on all subjects it was 

also possible to obtain additional data on the comparison of delinquent 

and nondelinquent moral development. From past findings cited above, 

it was expected that delinquents would initially shOl'T a significant 

deficit in moral development relative to matched nondelinquent controls. 

METHOD 

Experimental :Design. The experimental design used in the IllOl1al 

reasoning portion of VYR was the Pretest-Posttest Control Group :Design 

as described in Campbell and Stanley (1963), and the same as described 

in an earlier section of this report. 
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Subj ects . vJhen the moral development experirrent was completed 

two criteria h~d to be lnet in order for a subject to be included in 

the data analysis. First, a subject had to complete both pre and post 

testing on moral judgment. Second, it was decided that delinquent 

experimental subjects had to complete a total of 40 or more sessions 

in the Volunteer Youth Research program or they would have received 

too little exposure to the lrr)ral dilemma discussions to be included 

as part of the test of its effectiveness. 1bese two restrictions 

resulted in subgroup 1, 18 delinquent experirrental subjects active in 

moral discussions, subgroup 2, 9 inactive delinquent experirrentals" 

group 3, 20 delinquent controls, and group 4, 19 nondelinquent controls 

on whom the fIDal analysis was conducted. For the 18 active participants 

the Jrean number of discussion sessions attended was 9. For the 9 

subjects excluded from the active participants due to insufficient 

participation in the discussjons, the mean number of discussion 

sessions attended was 1.5. 

PROCEDURE 

Testing. All subjects were given a pre-test moral development 

interview (Form A) which was individually administered and requires 

apprOximately one hour to complete (Kohlberg, 1973). The interview 

consists of three open moral dilemmas and standard probing questions 

for each. For example, the central issue in one is that a man's 

wife is dying of cancer. The only drug that may save her is too 

expensive for him to afford. Should he steal the drug? The interviews 

were n1dividually administered by one of four testers. Care was 
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taken that each intervie\;rer tested m:;mbers from each of the three 

gr'oups to avoid bias due to any intervie"l'Ter differences. The pre-tests 

were conducted over a two month interval during the initial portion 

of the VYR program. Subsequently there was approximately a one month 

interval before the discussions were begun and the discussions \'Jere 

conducted for twelve weeks. The total interval from pre to post testing 

was then approxirrately 5 to 6 months. 

After all discussions were completed all subjects were administered 

the moral developrrent interview (Form B), an equivalent form Which uses 

three dilemmas not included in the pre-test. 

Scoring of the interv:i.ews was done by the author who was blind to 

both subject identity and gr'oup assignrrent of the protocols being 

scored until after the scoring was completed. All protoculs wen; 

rescored for reliability by one of two rrembers of the !116ral Developrrent 

Laboratory at Harvard.. The Pearson product moment correlation 

coefficient for nnral maturity scores was 0.73, and the mean difference 

between judges in nnral maturity scores was 18.68 points. 

Staff Training. Training of staff members for conducting dis

cussions lv.ith the delinquent active subjects consisted of prOviding 

three lecture and discussion sessions to introduce Kohlberg's theory, 

providing readings consisting of published articles by Kohlberg and 

his colleagues on moral developrrent and its enhancement, and the 

implerrentation of a two day workshop for the staff which included 

pre-assigned readings, lectures, discussions,· and videotaped practice 

gr'oups with volunteer teenage students from a school in another tm'ln. 

After conducting these groups, the tapes were viewed and both positive 
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and negative feedback given in response to each staff member's per

formance. 

Once the experinx:=ntal discussions were initiated, the author 

consulted with the staff weekly on the progress of the discussions 

and provided lists of possible questions for each dilemma which might 

be used to promote reasoning at given sta§e levels, particularly stame 3. 

Actual questions provided can be obtained from the author. 

Discussion Sessions. Dilemmas used in the discussions were se:...· . 

lected from dilemmas used by Rest(Note 3)in the Defining Issues Test, 

8.,.'1 objective test for Treasuring moral development, and from dilemmas which 

Kohlberg has used for testing moral development in the past. Since 

the dilemmas in the pre-test were not to be used again, they were also 

included in the discussions. 

'Ihe form for the discussions "las based closely on that used in 

Blatt and Kohlberg although discussion leaders were free to implement 

them in a way consistent with their own personal preferences. An 

outline of the procedure can be seen in Appendix E, and an exarrple 

set of discussion questions in Appendix F. 

'Ihe issues stressed in the discussions included a sample of basic 

moral issues identified by Kohlberg such as the value of life, property 

rights , civil rights, law." and punishment. Tne discussions were 

conducted in small groups of from three to seven boys and their 

discussion leader, and, with an occasional exception, individual subjects 

met with the SarrE group for the entiJ:'e series. 
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RESULTS 

A Trend Analysis of Variance was run using pre- and post-tests as 

equivalent form repeated measures and four subject groups were compared: 

Subgroups 1 and 2 of the delinquent experimentals (the actively partici

pating and inactive subjects respectively) 3 and the delinquent and non

delinquent control groups consisting of 18, 9, 20, and 19 subjects re-

specti vely . Subj ects were excluded from analysis unless both pre- and 

post-interviews were obtained. Table 2 gives the reans, standard devia

tions and mean pre- to post-difference scores for each of the four 

groups on the two measures. Table 3 shows the summary of the analysis 

of variance. 

Table 2 

Means, Standard Deviati0:t:J.s, and l'flean Pre- to Post-Differences 
of Moral Maturity Scores for Groups X Trials 

Pre-test Post-test Mean Group n Difference Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

1- Delinquent Experimental 18 183.8 31. 7 218.0 24.1 34.2 
(Active) 

2. Delinquent Experimental 9 186.1 26.7 203.0 21.5 16.9 
(Inactive) 

3. Delinquent Control 20 189.8 37.4 205.7 35.6 15.9 

4. Nondelinquent Control 19 187.7 23.2 207.8 31.7 20.1 
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Referring to Table 3; a highly significant pre- to post-effect was 

obtained (F(1.,62)=28.54, p<.OOl). The interaction effect., however, was 

not significant (F(3,62)=1.09). Therefore, the data reveal a strong in-

crease across groups from pre- to post-testing but not a statistically 

significant differential increase for the active program participants. 

Source of 
Variance 

A: Groups 

Error Between 

B: Trials 

AxE 

Error Within 

*p<oOOl. 

Table 3 

Summary of Trend Analysis of Variance 
of l'~oral l'lJaturity Scores: Groups X Trials 

Sum of 
Squares 

595.85 

84.,365.84 

14.,057.64 

1,610.69 

30,537 

df 

3 

62 

1 

3 

62 

Mean 
Square 

198.62 

1.,360.74 

14,057.64 

536.90 

492.544 

F 

.146 

28.54* 

1.09 

Because the differences from pre- to post-testing were numerically 

gr'eatest for the active group and the interaction effect was of' crucial 

importance in the study, an additional analysis of variance was run on 

pre- to post-difference scores. In this instance the delinquent experi-

mental subj ects who did not participate in moral discussions were combined 

With the delinquent control group subjects to form a single larger control 

group for a corrparison of three groups : active experinEntals., non-delin

quent controls, and the pooled groups of delinquents not participating 

in discussions. This resulted in n's of 18, 20, and 28 respectively. 
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The summary of this analysis of variance is presented in Table 4. 1his 

analysis of variance for difference scores approached significance 

(F(2,63)=1.93,p<.15). Although the significance level did not reach a 

probability of.05, the results do nErit discussion. 

Finally, psychopathic delinquents were compared with nondelinquents 

on mJral learning. When psychopathic delinquents, tram the Quay and 

Parsons (1971) classification system, were identified in the delinquent 

experi.rn9ntal group, this resulted in nine matched pairs of psychopathic 

delinquents and non-delinquent controls. The Il'Ean mJral maturity scores 

were 181.3 for the delinquents and 191.5 for the non-delinquents which 

was not a statistically significant' difference (t=0.83). 

Source of 
Variance 

Groups 

Residual 

, 'IDTAL 

Table 4 

Summary of Analysis of Variance of 
Moral Maturity Scor.e Pre to Post Differences 

Sum of 
Squares 

3,742.8 

61,082.1 

64,824:9 

df 

2 

·63 

65 

Mean 
Square 

1871.4 

969.6 
.-

997.3 

F 

1.93* 
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DISCUSSION 

Effect of Moral Dilerrrrna Discussions. The l'l'ean difference score for 

the active participants, 34 points, is very similar to the mean difference 

score obtained by Blatt and Kohlberg with the disadvantaged black students 

who were exposed to leader directed discussions. Also, the pre to post 

difference scores for the delinquent and non-delinquent controls are 

consistent with the expectation of improvement with normal developl'l'ent 

over a six rronth interval. For example, Blatt and Kohlberg (1973) state 

that a 100 point change would be the normal expectancy in pre-adolescence 

during a three year period. In the present instance the difference scores 

of 15.9 and 20.1 for the delinquent and non-delinquent controls respectively 

closely approximate the prorated increase, one would expect over a six 

month period. When one further notes that the l'l'ean pre to post difference 

score for the original non-delinquent control group and that for the 

delinquent actives who did not participate is much the SClll'E, it appears 

that the differences obtained are conceptually l'l'eaningful if not clearly 

statistically significant, and the present study, using trained counselors 

relatively briefly introduced to Kohlberg's theory closely approximated 

the findings of the Blatt and Kohlberg efforts with disadvantaged black 

children. 

In corrparing ·the present results to those of Blatt and Kohlberg a 

puzzling result was noted in the latter study. While their experimental 

gmup showed an increment which was very similar to that for the experi

mental group in the present study, their non-treatment control group 

showed a decrel'l'ent of 15 rroral maturity score points, a finding which 

is contrary to expectation. Since nnral reasoning is a developl'l'ental 

phenol'l'enon the only change predicted with the pas::;;age of time would be 



either no change or a slight increase. The authors treatment of this 

decrement appears to be a mistake. The 15 point decrement is included 

in the analysis of variance and contributes to the significant interaction 

for trials by groups. However ~ the decrement is subsequently explained 

away as a consistent scoring error in which a small number of stage 4 

subjects were mistakenly labeled as using stage 1 reasoning. Thus, even 

the lack of a clear cut interaction in the present study is consistent 

with the findings of Blatt and Kohlberg when the latter are accurately 

interpreted. 

It remains for future research efforts to determine whether improved 

discussion methods can erh"lance the moral development of disadvantaged 

delinquents to the same degree as previous efforts have produced with 

upper middle class youngsters. 

Delinquents vs. Nondelinquents. The fact that delinquents' and non

delinquents' moral judgment did not differ on the pre-test ''las a surpriSing 

finding (see Table 2). Inferring from both theory and recent past findings 

(e.g., Carrpagna and Harter~ 1975) delinquents were expected to be inferior 

to matched non-delinquent controls on moral judgment. 

One factor which might have accounted for the lack of difference on 

pre-test across groups is the fact that boys were included in the delin

quent categpry in this study by the criteria of having a juvenile court 

conviction and being on probation. Thus ~ the delinquent group was a 

relatively heterogeneous one, and one might expect that a deficit in 

moral development would be most probable in a psychopathic group of delin

quents, i.e.~ boys showing a history of such things as impulsive behavior~ 

little or no feeling of guilt~ and destructive acts. A corrparison of the 

moral reasoning of the nine psychopathic delinquents and their matched 
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nondelinquent controls produced no difference ~ however. 

While no strong conclusions can be drawn from this absence of 

expected difference~ one possible interpretaion is that inadvertently 

the school system referred predominantly psychopathic boys as nondelin

quent control subjects. This is possible but not highly probable. 

Another possible interpretation is that the Campagna and Harter 

study produced their difference via an artifact of the study. Although 

theirs is an exceptionally well controlled study~ all their sociopathic 

boys had been incarcerated for an average interval of 18 m:mths prior to 

testing. Incarceration has produced regression in IIDral reasoning in 

adult prisoners (Kohlberg~ Kauffman~ Scharf and Hickey~ 1974). Whether it 

did so in this case is unknown ~ but incarceration is confounded with 

their independent variable of sociopathy vs. normals. 

One might also assurre that the findings in both studies are Valid, 

in which case future research. should be directed to determining why SOlTl8 

adolescents showing predominantly preconventional moral reasoning are 

psychopathic and others not. 



Section III Evaluation: Seconci.a:.c'Y Data 
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9. Staff Time 

Secondary data consist of data which yield information about the 

functioning of the program but are not relevant to the basic hypotheses 

to be tested. The present chapter and the others in this section 

offer primarily descriptive information about how VYR functioned. 

Daily Tabulation of Staff Activities. A computer program was 

developed which gave a daily tabulation of activities for VYR. The 

program is a. mJdification of one which was developed for use at the 

student Center for Psychological Services at the College of William and 

Mary ( Chambers, Note 4). 

The program yields an approximation of the way in which staff 

time is apportioned among several different possible categories of 

activity. The printout is too ~ong to be included in the report, 

but results will be described." Such a program has two nEin potential 

uses in a treatment and research program such as VYR. First, it may 

be used as feedback for individual staff members on a regular basis 

reflecting how their time is being spent and the proportion of various 

activities which each is conducting relative to others. Second, it 

may be used as a source of information for long range plarilling since 

it provides feedback about the proportion of time spent on differing 

activities. 

The program printout is presented in this report more for its 

potential future use than for its use in VYR because it took 

approximately two m:mths to implement it, and therefore data is missing 

for the early m::mths. Further, there are etTors in the existing 

printout due to initial inadequate definition of categpries so that 
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staff !!Embers' interpretations of what to report varied at first. 

Nevertheless, the use of programs such as this one is thought to have 

gr'eat potential for providing crude but specific behavioral feedback 

on staff tiITE, much as a program like VYR attempts to specify behavioral 

goals to clients. It should be stressed that the use of such programs 

need not imply monitoring of staff behavior by supervisors as its goal. 

If printouts are regularly available to all, the printout may serve to 

docUITEnt complaints of staff members if they feel they are being asked 

to do too much or an excessive arrount of one activity relative to 

others on the staff. 

In imple!!Enting the present computer progr'am each staff member 

kept a record of their activities which 'V-Tas turned in monthly to the 

research assistant. Some categories were cross-checked with the daily 

appoint!!Ent book at VYR to minimize errors. Cross-checked categories 

included Individual Interview Sessions, Number of Hours in Groups, 

and, to SO!!E degree, Number of Hours Spent Testing. The research 

assistant entered the data on computer cards and ran the program. 

Activities included in the various categories on the printout 

are as follows: 

Individual Interview Sessions. These sessions consist of each hour 

of individual appointment tirre spent with a client. They 

include primarily personal interviews, and behavioral contracting 

sessions. 

Community Contacts. These include meetings with school personnel, 

parents, !!Embers of local civic clubs, and potential employers. 

Number of Hours in Groups. This category includes the number of 
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hours the staff rrernber spends meeting with groups of clients 

(two or more) for purposes other than recreation. 

City-Court Contacts. This category includes time spent in meetings 

with rrernbers of the city government or rrernbers of the Ju

venile and Domestic Relations Court. 

Staff rzreetings and Training. Included here are hours spent in 

staff rreetings or in training for various treatrrent activi

ties in VYR. 

Recreation. This classification includes any staff time spent in 

recreational activities with clients such as team sports, 

attending basketball games, etc. 

Reports and Recruiting. This includes staff time spent writing 

reports for the court or attempting to recruit additional 

clients. 

Nurrber of Hours Spent Testing. Included here are staff hours 

spent in gathering test data. Sorre obvious overestimates 

exist here as client tinE was sorretimes recorded rather 

than staff tinE and participants were often tested in groups. 

The categories were drawn up in an attempt to cover m:::>st of the 

activities regularly occurring in the implerrentation of the program. 

lfuey are not all inclusive as may be readily seen from the fact that 

excluding vacation, sick leave, and lunch time, the total time in 

hours for nine m:::>nths would be approximately 3500 hours as compared to 

2910 total recorded in the program for the three fttll time staff. Thus 

approxirrately 83% of the total time is recorded in the programing 

categories. Although the numbers in the printout contain error:l 

nevertheless, they are certainly accurate enough to support conclusions 

about general proportions and trends. Table 5 shows the percentage of staff 
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time accounted for by each category considering either the percentage of 

recorded time for the nine ITIonths for which there is adequate data) or the 

percent~ge of total working tine for that interval. llie following conclusions 

are offered, based on the printout informa.tion: 

TABLE 5 

Allocation of Total Staff Time 

Categories 

Individual Interviews 

Corrmunity Contacts 

Group Hours 

City-Court Contacts 

Staff Meetings and 
Training 

Recreation 

Reports and Recruiting 

Testing Hours 

Staff 
Hours 

565 

377 

228 

19Lr 

742 

77 

215 

512 

2910 

PERSONAL CONTAGr WIlli CLIENTS 

Percentage of 
Recorded Time 

19.4 

13.0 

7.8 

6.7 

25.5 

2.7 

7.4 

17.6 

100.1% 

Percentage of 
Total Tine 

16.1 

10.8 

6.5 

5.5 

21.2 

2.2 

6.1 

14.6 ... --
83% 

The following formula was used to estimate the proportion of 

their time the staff spent engaged in treatmerit:aetiVities with the clients: 

Individual Interviews + Group Hours/I'otal 

Inferring from this formula the staff spent approximately 27% of their 

recorded time in treatment activities involving personal contact with 

clients. It is assumed this could be improved on, however, it would be 

valuable for comparison if most programs kept similar records" as expectations 
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and impressions are often sOlTEwhat discrepant from behavior. Further, it 

is obvious that this figure is a conservative estimate of total therapeutic 

contact time with clients. Since therapeutic influences may occur implicitly 

as well as explicitly, the following formula was used to reflect propol"'tion 

of total time in contact with clients, whether the acti vi ty was prirrerily 

intended to be therapeutic or not: 

Individual Interviews + Group Hours + Recreation + Hours Testing/Total 

Using this fornrula, approximately 48% of recorded staff time was spent in 

contact with clients. This figure reflects the fact that a considerable 

demand was made on staff time by the tests administered in VYR as part of 

the research. Also, considering that everything in the program was being 

tried for the first tirre by the individuals involved, a fact requiring 

considerable time in training staff and coordinating various institutions 

and individuals, 48% contact time is considered an acceptable level during 

an initial year which could have been improved on in subsequent ~Tears had 

the progr'am heen continued. 



10. Participant Involvement 

During VYR's early months, a second computer program, LISTrAB, 

was developed to yield a record of pari:;icipant involvement in the 

program. This program was also adapted from one developed by Chambers 

(Note 5). The program yields information on the four variables of 

attendance, punctuality, counselor ratings of appointments, and 

participant ratings of appointments. These four variables \'I'ere then 

relate:d in the program to age of the partiCipants, delinquent typology, 

moral development stage, and experimental group to which the participant 

was assigned. If VYR had been coni:;inued then a sufficient ilwnber of 

subjects might have been involved to draw some conclusions on the basis 

of the variables such as age, delinquent typology, etc. 'VTith the small 

nwnber of subjects involved, some tentative conclusions are suggested 

about the actual participants in VYR, but no attempt is made to 

generalize these suggested conclusions to all potential cl~Lents of 

a particular age or category. 

Attendance. The mean number of sessions for all delinquent 

experimental participants was 54.5. The mean number of individual 

sessions and group sessions were approximately equal at 20.3 and 19.6, 

respectively. There were t\'lO exceptions in that ·thirteen-year-olds 

tended to have more individual sessi911sj 33.0 compared to 19.0 group 

sessions. A possible explanation for this difference is that the 

youngest boys l,'lere less adept at group interaction, particulm"ly with 

the older boys and sometjJnes felt intimidated. The indiVidual sessions 

with their counselor, however, were more protective. The seventeen-year

olds attended fewer indivIdual sessions, 15.7 compared to 24.3 gr'oup 
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sessions on the average. These older boys seerred rrore drawn to the 

group interaction which they could to some degree domLnate. Again~ it 

should be noted that each of the two preceding groups consisted of 3 

Participants per group so these tentative conclusions are idiosyncratic 

to the individuals involved. 

When attendance for the four delinquent typologies is considered~ 

type 3 ~ psychopathic delinquents> showed the highest mean attendance . 

numerically although the difference was nv:: statistically significant. 

Punctuality. Tabulation of punctuality was included in the 

printout because it was or-1.ginally planned that the staff would 

atteIT[)t to shaI?e punctuality for appoint:rr:ents by rewarding participants 

for irrprove:rr:ent in this area. Thi.s 'was not done becau.se surprisingly 

fe,w clients showed much of a problem with punctuality. The delinquent 

experi:rr:ental group showed up for 76% of their scheduled appoint:rr:ents 

either on tiTre or ITDre than 5 minutes early. Also, showing up late 

for appointments and being absent see:rr:ed to occur occasionally throughout 

the year rather than being a stable behavioral deficit at the program's 

beginning. 'llius j shaping was not irrplemented. 

Staff Ratings. A standard brief rating sheet was developed for 

VYR on which the staff meniber rated five attributes of each participant IS 

visit and the participant rated three attributes. At the end of each 

seSSion, the participant was given the rating sheet first on which he 

wrote the three ratings. The counselor made his rating afterwards to 

minimize possible imitiation by the participant if the order were 

reversed. 'Ihe boys understood that the purpose of VYR was research and 

that we were intereBted in their feelings and thoughts. Therefore, the 
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ratings were introduced as a way they could let us mow what they thought 

of the activities. 'Ihe staff rrerrber rated the participants I emotional 

involvement, liking, freedom and ease , constructive behavior, and candor 

for each session. TIle participant IS three ratings will be described in 

the next section. TIle rating form can be seen in Appendix G and a 

brief explanatory sheet for the staff appears in Appendix H. 

The purpose of the rating sheet was to record a brief but formal 

eValuation of each session for feedback about program effectiveness and 

to see whether any :rreaningflll differences occurred jn the way in which 

different groups aJld classifications of subj ects responded to the treat:rrent 

activities. The ratings were derived from those of Ostrom., et.al. (1971). 

There were no clear patterns of differences between different 

groups classified by age, delinquent typology or moral development 

stage on the staff ratings. In the comparison of experirrental groups 

the mean ratings were consistently higher though by a slight margin3 for 

the delinquent experimental subjects. Thus, the staff ratings did not 

differentiate the groups. 

Participant Ratings. Participants rated how much they liked the 

session thy had attended., their desire to return, and the helpfulness 

of the session. f1.he modal rating given Nas a 7 on a 7 -point scale. 

Thus, if nothing else, the participant ratings reflect either very 

positive attitudes about the program or a hesitance to give candid 

feedback. While it is difficult to say for sure that one or the other 

is the correct interpretation, it appears that the boys did like the 

program very much and in many cases., though a rating of 7 was the 

mode, lower ratings were given which corresponded to the participant IS 
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dissatisfaction with a session. 

Two trends errerged in the participant ratings. Sociopathic 

delinquents, of which there were 11 in the experirrental group, gave 

the highest rrean ratings on all three variables relative to the other 

three delinquent typologies, and the thirteen-year-olds gave the highest 

mean ratmgs on all variables compared to the older participants. 

Higher participant ratings by the sociopathic delinquents parallels 

the earlier trend of higher attendance for this group. Neither 

of these tendencies was statistically significant, but the fact that 

the two fmdings are parallel deserves cOI'll!n2nt. The voluntary nature 

of the program did seem to appeal to sociopathic boys, and some of the 

closest counselor relationships were formed with these participants. 

The author I s impression of this tendency is that the sociopathic 

deli11quents in particular were favorably affected by the voluntary 

nature of the program and the opportunity to talk seriously with 

an adult who was reliably available and interested but non-coercive. 

Possibly, the voluntary non-coercive approach of VYR has attraction 

for sociopathic boys due to its contrast with their expectations, since 

frequently their antisocial behavior elicits close control from others, 

and is often related to past abuse or neglect. 
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11. Behavioral Contracting 

Behavioral contracting was included in the hierarchy of treat

ment activities as one of the most active and personally demanding 

of the tasks available. To participate, a client ahd to work with 

his counselor either in attempting to change some behavior which 

they both could agree was a problem and should be reduced in fre

quency, or on enhancing sorre desired behavior. Training of the staff 

for writing contracts was minimal as two of the staff had written 

contracts with delinquents previously and had also supervised others 

in writing contracts. Because of this prior experience, materials 

consisting of Tharp. and Wetzel (1969) and Stuart (1971) were provided, 

principles of contract~1g discussed, and the staff were encouraged 

to write contracts with their clients when feasible. 

The contracts were written jointly by the counselo:':' and partici

pant during individual interview sessions. They were then typed 

by the clerk typist and one copy was left with the counselor, the 

other with the participant. The facts that the contracts were typed, 

that the counselor signed them with the participant, and that the 

participant got his own copy all seemed to enhance the process 

in the view of rrany participants. Often they w'ere eager to get 

their typed copy and seerred to take pleasure in letting others 

know that they had made a contract. 

Each contract was to include specific behavior(s) to be changed, 

sorre privilege wb~ch was' earned, and a date on which the partici

pant and counselor would judge it successful or unsuccessful. The 

more experienced counselors preferTed to \'1I'ite contracts without any privi-
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leges implied, i.e., the only reward was the satisfactory completion 

of the contract. Thus, SOllE contracts were written in this manner, 

with a possible implicit privilege or reinforcer being counselor 

attention and encouragement for successful contract completion. 

Contracts were initiated with 14 of the participants, and a 

total of 44 contracts were attempted. Of this total 14 contracts 

included the active involvement of teachers. Another seven involved 

one of the participant's parents. Of the 44, a total of 28, or 64 

per cent, were successfully completed by the participants. 

The following is an excerpt from an individual interview 

session conducted by the coordinator ~dth a high school student 

who was having difficulty with c1ass punctuality. In this sequence 

a contract is ·written and the conversation demonstrates the 

volLtJltary nature of the agreerrent and the manner' in which it was 

established. Throughout the transcript, "C" stands for the counselor, 

and ''R'' stands for the participant. The client's narre is a fictitiouB 

one. The counselor was Richard DiPeppe. 

C: Okay what do you want to talk about today? 

R: How about if I ask you--what do you want to talk about? 

C: Anything you want to talk about. How about school? 

R: What about school? 

C: \lJb.at about school? 

R: That's just what I asked you. 

C: \lJb.at are you gonna make this year? W'nat ldnd of grades are you 
getting? 

R: ... Passing. I failed one subject this six weeks. 
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C : What'd you fail? 

R: fJath. I should have passed. 

C: Are you gonna fail it for the whole year? 

R: No. 

C: Well, what happens if you miss another day? 

R: I get suspended for the year and lose credit. 

C : Well, then you lose credit for all of them, right? 

R: All four. 

C: How could you not be late? 

R: I don't !mow. The building is so big. 

C: Well, how do you think you could ;lot be late? 

R: Leave class early. 

C: Would they let you do that? 

R: No. 

C: How are you gonna avoid not gettin' kicked out of school a~in, 
Roddy? 

R: I'll try. This is the only year I really tried to stay in 
school and I can't stay in school for nothing. I have actually 
tried to stay in school, I mean ... 

C : How do you pass a subj ect when you get ldcked out of school 
for 19 days? That's what I don't unde):'stand. How did that 
happen? Huh? 

R: I .missed 97 days one year, paissed five out of six subj ects. 

C~ Why do you ever go to school? ;. 

R: I don't lmow ... first year I go there, I didn't want to go there. 

C : Well, how about this year, you gpt 19' days kicked out, right? 
Tnat's an a\<lful lot of days, that's a month of school. 

. R: Not quite a month. 
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c: Yeah, it is, that's 20 days, 20 school days. That's how many 
school days there are in a month. That's a month of school. 

R: I've been lucky, see. See, \'lhen I got kicked out it was at the 
beginning of a new six week time, the first day of a new six 
weeks, and that I s when all mY suspension days come. \\}"ell, I I ve 
been lucky 'cause you don't get no tests the first few weeks 
out of six weeks. So that's what's been keepin' me in. 

C: Well, you got 19 days, though. Well, you say one more and you're 
gone for the year. Right? 

R: Gone for the year. 

C: Well, how do you not get that one day? 

R: Got to IIEke sure you don't be late. 

C: How do you rrake sure? 

R: I don't know-leave early. 

c: \lJell, you can't leave the class early, can you? 

R: Can't run up and down the halls either. 

C: Well, then how do you do it? How do you not be late? 

R: I don't Imow. 

C : Do you stop and talk on the vlay to classes? 

R: J.Vfm-hm. 

C: That got anything to do with you being late? 

R: Mrn-hm. 

C: It does. What if you didn't stop and tali{? 

R: I don't know--there's still a 50/50 chance--that's a big school. 

C : Do you think you'd have a better chance? 

R: Yeah. 

C : Why don't we try something for a week? 

R: What? 

C : Why don't you and I make an agreement? That you don't stop and 
talk between classes. For a week. 
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R: I'd hate to lie to you, Richard. 

C: No, well I don't :want you to rrake the agreement if you can't 
rrake the agreement. 

R: I'd hate to lie to you--ain't no way in the world I'm gonna 
wali{ down that hall and go straight to class. 

C: Why? 

R: I just can't. 

C : Do you want to get kicked out? 

R: Mm-mm. (negative) 

C: Why wouldn't you do it, 'cause if you're late, you!re gonna 
be kicked out again, and if you get kicked out again, you fail 
everything for the semester. And all you have to do is do it 
for two more months. I mean you can talk to people before school, 
at lunch, and after' school. Or at least you could talk to them 
after you get outside your door, right to where your class is. 

R: I'll try .. 

C: How about trying it for a week? Okay, we'll ID:'3.ke up a contract. 

R: Well, see, I just talk to girls in the hall. 

C : Well:1 I mean you got two months left, and you can blow your 
whole darm school year, if you don't do it. You'll end up 
blmvin' your l\'hole year. I mean, that makes everything these 
last 8 months not worth a darm thing. And that's not worth 
it is it? It's up to you. Okay, how are we gonna write this? 
"I, Roddy Stewart, agree to go straight to class . . . 

R: Starting neAt week. 

C: No--starting tomorrow. No, wait, you get off school when? 

R: Tomorrow. 

C : You get out of school tomorrow. Why don't we try it torrorrow, 
just one da:l -' okay? And if it works torrorrow we'll see if it's 
worth doing after that, how about that? 

How's that--"I, Roddy Stewart, agree to go straight to class, 
go straight to each class and not stop and talk in the halls 
tomorrow. 3/26, right? And I'll put down that I will revieVl, 
when are you gonna corre in again? Well, you're not in school, 
Thursday or Friday, right? Why don't you come in one day? Are 
you coroin' in for a group any ti:rre? 
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R: Thursday or Friday. 

C : Which day is it? Let me check. Okay, You're comin' in Friday 
at 4: 30. Do you want to come in Thursday? 

R: Yeah, I'll come in Thursday. 

C: What time do you want to come in? If you come in I want you here 
in the daytime. You narre it. 

R: Eleven. 

C: Is that a good time for you? Can you get down here by then? 

R: Uh-huh. 

C: Okay, I'll put--I'll review this contract with you on Thurs
day 3/27/75, at eleven o'clock. I'll get this typed up for you, 
so we'll have an official contract, right? 

R: Okay. 

C : Okay, we'll see if that can help you get to class on time. 

In this example, first a problem is mutually agreed on, some 

alternative potential solutions are suggested, and then a particular 

contract is suggested by the counselor. The interaction is relaxed 

as evidenced by occasional humor, and the participant appears to 

regard the intent of the contract as a desirable goal. The way in 

which this was developed is considered representative of the way 

in which most were written. 

Perhaps the best example of the effectiveness of behavioral con-

tracting in VYR occurred with a 15 year old participant who showed 

severe behavior problems in school including fighting with other 

students, hostility toward teachers, and class misbehavior. 

A series of five contracts was written focused on minimizing 

misbehavior and encouraging effective study. The first contract 

stated that the participant would take his contract to each teacher 
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at the end of each class for one week and receive written feed-

back on his behavior during that class. The participant successfully 

completed the contract and received very favorable comments on his 

behavior and class work during the 1-'leek. At the end of the week 

the school administrator, to whom the participant was frequently 

referred for discipline, commented that it had been the worst week 

ever, and he thought the boy should be given up on. When shown 

the teachers comments his attitude became more positive. Subse

quent contracts were done to maintain and strengthen the improved 

class behavior a.'1d to minimize opportunity for conflict bet~\Teen 

the boy and the administrator. This example is offered to emphasize 

the importance of focusing on specific behaviors. The administrator 

had experienced considerable trouble with the participant, and it 

is understandable that unless the focus was on specific sub goals 

his expectations would be negative. 

Though the relationship between the two never became friendly, 

the boy, who had been suspended from school twice during the year 

prior to the initiation of the contracts &'1d about whom the adminis

trator openly said he had given up, did successfully complete the 

school year and passed in his work. 

The effectiveness of behavioral contracting has been demonstrated 

in past studies, and its use in VYR also proved effective. The only 

criticism of the contracting in \rLR is that it could have been used 

m:>re often. 
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12. Modeled Problem Solving 

The rrodeling of interpersonal problem solving was conducted using 

scripts developed by Sarason (1968). An example appears in AppoJldix C. 

Thirteen scripts \V'ere used concerning such things as family argurrents, 

skipping school, and avoiding fights. 

The sessions were conducted in small groups of three to six boys, 

and the scenes were role played by either staff or participants. Each 

situation depicted had two or three versions representing varying degrees 

of constructive behavior on the part of the protagonist, a teenager. The 

participants discussed the scenes after each was presented and conpared 

and contrasted the different vlays of handling the proble.ms posed. Throughout, 

there was an emphasis on the fact that one's awn behavior sharply affects 

the ways in which others respond. 

A total of 24 participants engaged in these sessions, and the rrean 

number of sessions per participant was 5.8. 

During the post testing sessions, participants were questioned to see 

how many story situations they recalled bY'title and the number of correct 

details rerrernbered corresponding to the titles recalled. While there was 

no check to determine whether they literally applied the information to 

real life problems, it was assumed that recall of the stories was necessary, 

though not sufficient, to insure that they were applied in situations 

outside of VYR. 

Ten participants were asked whether they remerribered any of the role 

play st.ories which were acted in and discussed. 'I'he 10 questioned 

participants constituted a sorrewhat biased sanple since they had, on the 

average, attended rrore of the IrOdeling sessions (viz., rrean number of 

sessions for the questioned group. equals 7.4 i the mean for the others 

equals 4.6). This group was sanpled because the questions were implerrented 

late in the program \"lhen some boys \vere unavailable. 
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A rrean of 4.5 stories was recalled by title or brief plot, and the 

rrean total mmlber of details recalled was 17.7 or roughly 4 per story. The 

story situations themselves were rather brief so that 4 details \vere often 

sufficient to establish the outline of the plot involved. Comparing the 

rrean number of stories recalled to the rrean number of sessions attended, 

the tested participants recalled approximately 61 per cent of the story 

si tuations to which they were exposed. Since the pa...v-J-..icipants were 

questioned six weeks after the completion of the rrodeling sessions, this 

percentage for retention is considered good, particularly for the :p::>pulation 

involved. Although the remaining 14 participants were not questioned, it 

is assurred that they would have done less well as their 10,'ler attendance 

reflects less interest in the activity. 

No direct tests of behavioral applications of the modeled situations 

were eonducted but some participants spontaneously reported applying sorre 

of the lessons outside of VYR. One boy reported that he went out of his 

way to avoid a fight and that he intervened to prevent sorre other boys 

from picking on a smaller child shortly after the role play session 

involving avoiding fights. The fact that the sane participant found a 

check written by school personnel and returned it to them, which was later 

verified by the school personnel, tends to lend credence to his acrount 

of avoiding fights. 

Considering that many of the participants had difficulty with reading, 

it was surprising that they participated in the role play sessions with as 

much enthusiasm as they shaved, since they read from scripts in these 

sessions. Also, although the stories usually had a particular :p::>int to 

convey, in the discussions the participants would sorretirres Shatl the 

ability to understand the intended point but prefer another interpretation. 
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To illustrate this, the story in Appendix C involves a youth who is 

questioned by a policeman at night after curfew. The scenes depict 

differing ways of responding to questioning inclucli.il.g antagonis'tically, 

evasively, and in a matter-of-fact way. Sorre participants could para

phrase these conclusions but preferred a more fatalistic vievl that if a 

p:>liceman wants to get you, he vlill. Thus, they saw the outcorre as rrore 

dependent on the p::>licernan' s attitude than their ONn behavior. Whether 

this was based on experience is unknown, but it could clearly be a 

self-fulfilling expectation, and it exemplifies one of the cognitive 

variables :treasured, internal versus externa.l locus of control, which 

showed p:>sitive change as a result of VYR participation. 



Section IV Evaluation: Tertiary Data 
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13. cogni ti ve Measures: Picture Identification Test 

There is grmling interest in integrating cognition and behavioral 

approaches -to therapy (e.g., see IJ.lCIhoney, 1974; Beck 1970). Because the 

two areas have errerged from difierent theoretical perspectives, they have 

until recently remained relatively isolated from each other. In particular, 

b2havior modifiers have evaluated their work solely in terns of overt 

behavioral changes v.uth little explicit attention to changes in the thinking 

of their clients. 

VYR included in its treatrrent activities both behavioral approaches, 

e.g., contracting, and cognitive approaches, e.g., rroral dilemma discussions. 

The dependent variables also included behaviors, e.g., the court data already 

discussed, and cognitive data presently to be discussed. While admi·ttedly 

one cannot isolc.:e specific cause and effect relationships in this approach, 

it vlaS considered worthwhile to note effects of the treatrrent program on 

several cognitive variables whi~~ have been widely used in psychological 

research, as a first step in determining types of cognitive variables which 

may be of particular relevance or sensitivity in reflecting changes in 

thinking which result from psychological treatrrent. 

The rreasurement of cCXJTlitive changes resulting from treatrrent activities' 

is of potential ilnportance for the promotion of generalization and maintenance 

of treatrrent effects. Identification of specific ways in which treatrrent 

activities affect the client's thinking may suggest treatrrent results ,ihich 

are not readily derronstrated via strictly behavioral neasures but which could 

have significant behavioral effects in the long run. For example, when 

dealing with IaN' frequency behaviors, which includes many criminal offenses, 

relevant changes in one I s thoughts may rrediate in the eventual elimination of 

the problem behaviors. Closer attention to clients thought patterns may thus 
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help to accomplish behavioral objectives and aid the client. It is highly 

likely that the well known difficulty of obtaining generalization of 

thera:peutic change from one environrrent to another is a function of 

ignoring the rrost prominent rrechanism for generalization of human learning, 

narrely human cognition. 

In order to assess possibly significant changes in the client's thinking, 

::,everal cognitive rreasures were administered before and after the treat.rrent 

procedures were implemented. None of these rreasures ;vere included in the 

original hypotheses about the program, and none were crucial to derronstrating 

the effectiveness of the program, hcwever, they could provide worthwhile 

information on cognitive changes in participants which resulted from 

invol Vert1Emt in the program. Each of the rreasures and their results in this 

study are described al1.d discussed in the following sections. 

Picture Identification Test. The Picture Identification 'l?est (PIT) 

is an objectively scored semi-projective test (Chambers, 1972)" In the 

form used for this study, the subj ect is given a set of four cards, on 

each of vinich are six head-and-shoulder year-book-type photographs. For 

each card, a list of 21 brief :personality descriptions is supplied. The 

personality descriptions represent the Murray needs, e.g., n l~ch is 

represented by a statement such as: . IIwork hard to achieve goals. II For 

each description of a need, the subject is required to select a picture 

fran the designated card that he judges to be the best match for the 

description. Since there are 21 descriptions of needs to be matched with 

6 pictures, the subject .:j.s forced to :match soms pictures with rrore th.al1. 

one need staterrent. An association between a particular pair of needs is 

acct.nnulated each tine the subject attributes both needs of the pair to the 

same :person (picture). 'l."'hus, it is possible for the subject to associate 

each of b"'e 210 different pairs of needs from 0 to 6 times in the test. 
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'!he nurrber of tines the subject associates a pair of needs constitutes his 

Need Association score for that pair. '!he test was adm.:inistered to assess 

possible a.'1anges in the cognitive rrotivational structure of the subjects. 

No treatment activities were specifically addressed to producing changes 

in PIT variables, hCMever, the assumption was that the test was a sufficiently 

comprehensive rreasure so that it might constitute a good sanple of any 

general oonsistent change in the way needs were organized in the subjects I 

thinking. 

The test was adm.inistered pre and post treabnent for all these groups 

of subjects. Of 210 t-tests which were oonducted on the pre to post PJ:T 

results of the active delinquent experimentals for their Association scores, 

only four were significant at the .05 level or better. One would expect 

approximately eleven differences by chance, thus, this small nurriber is 

unimpressive. 'Ihe finding appears to be rrore than a chance difference, 

hONever, because all four differences are for associations with the 

Succorance need. The definition of the Succorance need in the test is 

"the need to receive help, support, and assistance." After the program the 

associations for Succorance-Achieverne..'1t, Succorance-Understanding r Sucoorance

Deference and Succorance-Counteraction were all stronger than before. That 

these di.fferences are non random is further supported by the fact that of 

four additional need pairs which approached significance all were Succorance 

associat:ions. When the results for the active experiIrental subjects \'lere 

compared to those of the other groups, it was found that inactive experiIrentals 

produced no need association changes, the delinquent controls produced 1 aTld 

the non delinquents produced 13. '!he 13 changes for the latter shCMed no 

patterning around a single need or needs as did that of the active delinquents 

so the oonsistency of the active delinquents' change is emphasized by the 

contrast. A possible post hoc interpretation of the differences for the 
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active delinquents is that participating in the program changed the subjects' 

thinking about seeking help. The patteD1 of change implies that seeking help 

carre to be rrore associated with self improverrent r hard work and accornplish

rrent r understanding r and deferring to :p=rsons with rrore authority or 

experience. The finding needs further research, but possibly the clients 

would be !TOre willing to seek help in the future as a result of such a 

change in their thinking. 

Although not predictedr this change appears a rreaningful result of 

their participation in the program in that all of the activities were 

oriented tavard helplllg the participants avoid f\lture trouble with the 

law, and in m:my of the activities the staff were serving as consultants 

on personal problems .. 

Only the pre to post changes were of particular concern in the 

evaluation of the VYR program. Future analysis will also be done examining 

possible patterns of scores which differentiate delinquents from non

delinquents. Past research haS sha.vn the· potential value of assessing the 

need structure of delinquents (Cortes' and Gatti r 1972), and the PIT shavs 

great potential for a !TOre sophistica:ted and meaningful delineation of 

cognitive need structure in future research. 

'!he Paragrap!-' Completion Test and the Personal Orientation Inventory 

produced no information relevant to the evaluation of the effectiveness of 

VYR and are therefore not included in this report. The data may be included 

in later !TOre detailed analysis for journal publication, however. 
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14. Attribution l'1easures 

Attribution theory in social psychology is the study of hOIl people 

attribute meaning to their O\'m behavior or that of others. Theorists 

(e.g., Heider, 1958) have described a sequence beginnmg with detennining 

who or what caused an event, attribution of causality, proceeding next to 

degree of responsibility for the event, i.e., was it intentional, accidental, 

etc., which is attribution of responsibility, and fmal1y proceeding to 

personal dispositions of the actor which might be responsible for the event. 

Shaver (1975) has stated that causality refers to the production of 

effects mdependent of social judgments about those effects . Responsibility 

refers to a value judgrrent m te.rrns of moral accountability for the effects 

produced. 

Heider (1958) first out1med five possible levels of resfOl1sibility. 

At the lowest level of responsibility, association, the person is held 

accountable for any event associated with him, whether or not he was causally 

involved. This is the level of some of the judgrrents of legal responsibility. 

The second level is causality, and at this level the person is held accountable 

for any event that he has caused, regardless ·of whether tIl.at causality was 

mtentional, accidental, or even foreseeable. At the third level foreseeability, 

the actor is held accountable for any effects that he has caused., and that he 

should have foreseen, even if he is not thought to have mte.t"1ded to produce the 

effects. This level corresponds to the legal judgment of negligence. The 

fourth level, intentionality, mcludes all that has gone before, and adds to 

that the perceiver's belief that the actor intended to brmg about the effects 

that were actually produced. Attribution of personal responsibility to the 

actor is highest at this level. The fmal level, justifiability, adds 

environmental coercion to the picture. Although the actor may be seen as 
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intentionally producing the effects t he is thought to be doing so illlder intense 

pressure from external forces, so his personal blameworthiness (or praise

worthiness) is reduced from the level of intentionality. 

Subsequent research has supported the sequence which Heider hypothesized 

using a wide variety of subjects including juvenile delinquents and convicted 

felons (Shaw & Sulzer 1 1964; Sulzer, (Note 6)}md the attribution of responsibility 

·typicall y appears to be a rational process which corresponds to the obj ecti ve 

influences in the situation. There are exceptions to rational attribution, 

hOiVever, which are included under the general label of defensive attribution. 

All of the exceptions to the general rule of rational attributi.on are 

characterized by the perceiver's high involvrnent in his task. Either he is 

trying to judge his contribution to tile task outmrre, to evaluate a victim who 

may be suffe.ring in his place, or to assign resfOnsibility for an acciderrt. whose 

victim or perpetrator he might have been. In each of these cases the attribution 

fOses sorre -threat to the perceiver, to his physical safety, to his self-esteem, 

or to his fOtential blarreworthiness, and his attribution is a defensive reaction 

to Ulis real or irrplied threat. According to a nodel profOsed by Shaver 

(1970, Note 7}the course that defensive attribution will take will depend on 

two aspects of the threat's relevance for the perceiver. These are the 

situational characteristics that :indicate the likelihood that the perceiver 

might find himself in similar circ'1.IDlStances, and the perceiver's personal 

similarity to the actor (which Vlould suggest th.at the perceiver might then 

behave in. the sarre manner). Further, it is under conditions of high levels 

of threat· from situational possibility that defensive attribution of resfOn

sibility occurs, and its course will be determined by the degree of personal 

similarity. With lOiV personal similarity, the perceiver will E"-xaggerate the 

stimulus person's responsibility, and deny personal similarity to insure that 

he (the perceiver) would not make the sarre mistakes. But if both situational 
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possibility and p2rsonal similarity are high, the p2rceiver will deny the 

stimulus person's responsibility (that is, will attribute the effect to bad 

luck.) in order to keep fran establishing by implication harsh standards against 

which he might later be judged, himself. 

A difficult task facing corrections officials is the problem of changing 

the attributions of responsibility made by offenders I whether they be adult 

or juvenile. An offender who views his incarceration or prohati?n as the result 

either of "getting caught", or of "getting screwed by society", both external 
• "0 

attributions, will be extremely difficult to rehabilitate. Only after an , .... , 

offender has accepted full personal responsibility for his troubles with the 

law, an internal attribution, will he have taken a step toward his eventual 

successful return to society. This is not to imply that an internal attribution 

is always veridical (there may be societal causes in SOITe cases), or to suggest 

that internal attribution will be sufficient ·to accarnplish the goal of 

rehabilitation. It is just th?J.t without internal attribution rehabilitation 

is unlikely. A recent study of convicted felons and misderreanants conducted 

by GiJbert & Shaver(Note 8) indicates just hON much attributional change may 

be required. less than half of the respondents ,in this survey made self-

attributions of blameworthiness for their CJ\.\7J.1 h'1carceration. 

If criminal offenders disagree with society about. the attributions for 

their intake into the criminal justice systetn, it might be for one of two quite 

different sorts of reasons. As a first possibility, offenders might see 

environrrental coercion as a principal determinant of all action, with their own 

circumstances simply being another exarrple of the power of environrrental forces. 

Research with the Perry stories, designed by Sulzer (.:J.971) tQ rreasure levels 

of attribution of responsibility, howev8.":·, argues against this interpretation. 

In several studies Sulzer found that the a.ttributional pattern arrong convicted 
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felons and juvenile delinquents was essentially the saJ.1'B as the pattern for 

non-offenders. The se.cond possibility is that offenders show the SaJ.1'B defensive 

attribution regarding their own life circumstances that non-offenders exhibit 

when the acceptance of personal blameworthiness would be much less consequential. 

The present research was designed to test this hyp::>thesis, and to determine 

the effects on these attributions of participation in a treatrrent program 

including both behavioral and cognitive treatrrent activities. Specifically, it 

was predicted that juvenile offenders would make defensive attributions about 

the responsibility of a stimulus person V.mose situation and personal 

characteristics were similar to those of the offender. In addition, it was 

predicted that participation in the behavioral training program would reduce 

these defensive attributions, although no activities were specifically focused 

on producing this result. 

METHOD 

Subject.':;. Subjects had to complete both pre and post testing in order 

to be included in the analysis of either of the two tests. Seventy-two subjects 

were included in the analysis of the Perry Stories with 30 in tbe delinquent 

exper.i.Irental group, 21 in the delin.quent control and 21 non--delinque.l'lts. Sixty

six subjects were inclu::l.ed in the analysis of the Delinquent Typology Story 

data with 28 in th . .::1 delinquent exper.i.Irental group, 19 in the delinquent controls,. 

and 19 non-delinquents. 

All delinquent subjects were also assigned to one of the four delinquent 

typologies developed by Quay and Parsons (1971) which werF:. described earlier. 

Procedure. All Subjects ,-:e.re administered U-lO attribution rreasures pre and 

post, the Perry Stories to assess levels of attribution of responsibility, and 

four Delinquent Typology Stories designed for tl1is study to assess p~ssible 
.': .,' . . ' 

defensive attribution in delinquents due to personal similarity to the protagonl.st. 
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The Perry Stories were administered in small groups of up to 10 subjects. 

Subjects were allOlled as much time as they needed to complete the test, and 

for anyone who appeared to have difficulty reading the items, the test was 

administered orally. 

The Delinquent TypolOgy Stories were administered individually to each 

subject. Each story was presented orally, and the subject then assigned 

causality for the act in the story to the stimulus person, others, or bad luck, 

using 50 poker chips which could be apportioned to these three categories. The 

same was then done to assign rroral responsibility (blarre) for the act. Testing 

for both attribution rreasures was conducted by three staff rrernbers f with each 

staff rrerclJer testing subjects from each of the three groups. To minimize 

experimenter bias r the testers were not informed of the hypotheses of the 

attribution study. 

Pre-testing was conducted over a two to three month period with most 

delinquents (over three-fourths) and all non-delinquents tested within two 

months. The remainder of the delinquent subjects en-tered the program late ~ 

and were tested as they entered. 

After approximately six months average participation in the program 

post testing was then conducted during a one rronth period. 

Intervening treatment activities included behavioral treatment approaches 

and rroral dilemma discussions all of which are described in Chapter 6. 

RESUL'IS AND DISCUSSICN 

levels of Attribution. On the basis of earlier research with criminal 

offenders (Sulzer, 1971) it was anticipated that both the Delinquent Experirrental 

and Delinquent Control groups would shOW' approximately the sane pattern of revel 

attribution as would the Non-delinquent subjects. Level scores were obtained 

in the follOW'ing manner. ~~r each of the 40 Perry vignettes, all subjects were 

asked to indicate Perry I s responsibility on a five-point scale. Then each 
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subjects's scores for the eight i terns in each Level were Slmred (collapsing 

over outcone quality and intensity). Thus the Level scores could range from 

a low score of 8 to a high score of 40. 'Ihe resulting I'Cean scores for each 

IBvel were subjected to a hvo-way analysis of variance (Delinquency Condition 

by Testing rrirre) with repeated I'Ceasures on the Tes"tllIg Time factor. These 

analyses revealed no significant effects attributable to Testing T.i.rre, so the 

Level scores shown in Table 6 are collapsed over Testing Tirre. 

Table 6 

~1=an IBvel of Attribution of Responsibility Scores 

Level 1 Level 2 level 3 level 4 IBvel 5 
condition Association Causality Foreseeability Intentionality Justifiability 

Delinquent 11.43 20.28 25.45 33.37 25.03 
Experirrental 

Delinquent 11.88 21.59 25.88 31.55 23.91 
Control 

Nondelinquent 9.98 22.43 28.17 36.55 26.14 
Control 

As the data indicate, all three experlirental groups did show the usual 

increase in attributions to Peny from Level I (Association) to IBvel 4 

(Intentionality) with a decrease at Level 5 (Justifiability). Contrary to 

expectation, however, there were -avo significant differences between the 

attributions made by delinquents (Experim:mtal and Control) and the attributions 

made by the nondelinquent subjects. At IBvel 3 the two "delinquent groups 

shaNed significantly lONer attributions than did the nondelinquent group, F 

(2,69) = 3.40, p<.05. A similar difference \vas obtained at Level 4 with the 

delinquent groups again attributing less personal responsibility than the 
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nondelinquent subject~,~ (2,69) = 4.62, p<.05. 

These findings suggest that conclusions from earlier research about the 

attriliutional patterns of delinquents will need to be qualified. D8linquent 

subjects do show the sarre overall pattern. of attriliution as their nondelinquent 

peers, but they fail to reach the high levels of personal responsiliili ty 

attriliuted by nondelinquents at Levels 3 and 4. Thus, part of the delinquent's 

inability to accept personal responsiliili ty for actior::s that he should have 

foreseen, or that he intended to prcrluce, may be the result of a difference in 

the processing of foreseeability and intention information, rather than being 

exclusivelY, a self-serving distortion. 

D8fensive Attriliution. Defensive attriliution predicts that people will 

be lenient in their j udgrnent of others who are similar to themselves in life 

circumstances and/or personal characteristics. It was hypothesized that 

participation in VYR might result in less defensive attriliution or greater 

willingness to accept responsiliility for one's actions. 

rrhis was tested as follows. Each Delinquent Typology Story presented . 

a description of a young person fitting one of Quay and Parsons' delinquent 

typologies and involved in serre trouble. For each of the four stories, all 

subjects were asked to distriliute 50 poker chips across three categories, 

actor, others, and bad luck, first to indicate their irrpressions of what or 

who caused the effects, and then to indicate what or who was to blame for 

those effects. This procedure yields a percentage of causality 0:( 

responsiliility attriliuted to each of the three categories, for a total of 

six percentage values (totalling to 200%) for each story. A two-way 

analysis of variance (D8linquency Condition by Testing Ti.rre) with repeated 

rreasures on the second factor was perforrred on each of the six dependent 
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variables for each story. , Since the percentage for causality must total to 

100% only two of the three categories are free to vary, and the sam=. is true 

for blClI'CBworthiness, so scores will be reported for no rrore than two of the 

categories \vithin either variable. 

In the first analysis of the data, results for the three experinental 

groups were analyzed without separating Active and Inactive program 

participants. The analysis of results for the Sociopath story produced the 

only significant results by this rrethod. 

For the Sociopath story there were no effects of Condition or of 

Testing T.irre on any of the causality measures. There were, hc::wever, 

signifi(!ant interactions in the precLicted direction on two of the blame

worthiness measures. The percentages of responsibility (blClI'CB) assigned to 

the actor, and to other persons I for the Sociopath I s arrest are sho:tm in 

Table 7. At the beginning of the behavioral program the Delinquent 

Experinental subjects attributf;d less blame to the actor than did the 

Delinquent Controls or Nondelinquent subjects, but at the end of the trainillg 

program the Delinquent Exper:i.rrentals blarred the actor nore than did the 

other two groups, F (2,63)=3.35, p<.05. The percentage of responsibility 

assigned to other persons for the Sociopath I s consequences shc::wed just the 

reverse pattern. At the beginning of the training program the Delinquent 

Expedrnentals attributed rrore blame to others than did the other two groups 

of subjects r but by the end of the program, the Delinquent Experirrent:als 

attributed less blame to other persons did the Delinquent controls or the 

Nondelinquents, F (2,63)==3.43, 12.<.05. 

" . 
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Table 7 

Percentage of Responsibility (Blame) Allocated to the Actor 

and to Other Persons in the Sociopath Story 

Blame to Actor Blame to Others 

condition 

Beginning End Beginning End 

Lelinquent 
Experirrental 70.79 84.29 26.57 11.43 

Lelinquent 
Control 86.11 67.37 13.37 26.63 

Nondelinquent 
Control 85.05 77.68 13.05 21.26 

The Sociopath story data was then reanalyzed with the Active and 

Inactive participants data examined separately to form a total of four 

groups. Subgroup 1, the Active delinquen-ts had 20 subjects, and there 

were 8 Inactive Subjects for subgroup 2. Groups 3 and 4 the Lelinquent 

Control and Nondelinquent subjects each had 12 stlbjects. The analyses 

of variance for blarre to the stimulus person and blarre to ot."l1ez:-s produced 

no significant differences; however, Table 8 shavs the rrean percentage of 

blame data for the Active and Inactive participants OJrnparable to Table 7 

for the three groups. 
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Table 8 

Percentage of Responsibility (Blame) Allocated 

to the Actor and to Other Persons in the Sociopath 

Story for Active and Inactive Participants 
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Blame to Actor Blame to Others 

Condition 

Active 
Exper.irrentals 

Inactive 
Exper.irrentals 

Beginning 

69.90 

73.00 

End Beginning 

87.50 27.40 

76.25 24.50 

If Table 8 is compared to the Delinquent Experimental rCJfl in Table 7, 

it is apparent that the significant interaction for Blame to Actor and 

Blame to Others was clearly rrore extrerre for the Active group, and the 

char:ges in attribution corresponded to the degree of participation in VYR. 

Thus, at the beginning of the training program the Delinquent 

ExperiIrentals appeared to be making defensive attributions, denying the 

responsibility of a similar other, while at the end of the program their 

attributions becarre rrore objective. Further, the changes in attribution 

End 

8.90 

17.75 

were greatest for the Active participants. This interpretation is complicated 

by the changes tCJflard greater defensive attribution shCJfln by the Delinquent 

Controls and Nondelinquent subjects, and by the fact that the Delinquent 

Control subjects began the testing tirre with more rational attributions than 
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those held by the D:!:linquent Experinentals, but for new the preliminary 

results look encouraging: If a behavioral and cognitive training program 

can, indeed, produce the sort of attributional change suggested here, then 

the clients are making rrore personal. attributions, the desired effect, and 

the likelihood of rehabilita:tion is greatly increased. 
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15. Internal versus External Control 

A cognitive measure that has received much attention in psychological 

literature is the Internal-External Control Scale (Rotter, 1966) 1 sub

sequently to be referred to as the I-E Scale. If a reward or reinforcerrent 

is believed to be the result, not of one's own efforts, but of outside 

influences such as luck, fate, powerful others, etc. then one has a belief 

in external control of this event. If a reward is believed to be con'tinge.nt 

on orie' s c:wn behavior, efforts, or characteristics then one has a belief in 

the internal control of the event. More irn,[:Drtant, people may have a 

generalized expectancy about whether most events in their life are internally 

or externally controlled. 'Ihe I-E Scale measures one's generalized belief 

concerning internal vs. external control of events in one's life, with a 

general implication that a relatively internal belief should lead one to 

exert rrore control over one's life and relate one's CNm behavior rrore 

directly to the consequences received. 

'!he I-E Scale was included as a cognitive rreasure in the present 

program because it was hypothesized that one influence on delinquents 

getting into trouble could be a relatively external belief system as 

compared to nondelinquents, thus they would be less prone to avoid or 

change illegal behavior if they Sa5t] the consequences as fate, or external. 

It was further hypothesized that many of the treatrrent activities in VYR 

lLa.ght tend to produce a rrore internal gerleralized belief system in the 

participants. For example, behavioral contracting and rrodeled proble.."U 

solving both were partially directed at clarifying the relationship 

betwef.!I1 one's behavior and its consequences and that positive changes 

in beh:=J_vior could result in improved consequences. 
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PROCEDURE 

Subjects. For analysis of the I-E Scale data subjects were divided 

into four subgroups including Active Delinquent Exper:iJrentals (40 sessions 

or nore), Inactive Delinquent Experimentals, Non-delinquents, and 

Delinquent Controls. fuis resulted in n I s of 18, 9! 22, 21 subjects 

respectively. Again subjects were included in the analysis only if they 

had completed both pre and post testing. 

The I -E Scale was aOministered prior to and after the 

treat:rrent activities had been irnplerrented. The test was administered in 

small groups of approximately five subjects at a t:lrre. Subjects "mo seerti8d 

to have any difficulty in understanding the i terrs were administered the 

test using a taped version of the i terns to minimize the effect of reading 

disability. The tester was present for help if needed. 

Results and Discussion. A trend analysis of variance was run on the 

I-E Scale data with pre and .post trials constituting one factor and the 

four subgroups constituting t.he semnd factor. Table 8 shc:ws t.l1e rreans r 

standard deviations, and rrean pre to post difference smres for each of 

the four groups on the two rreasures. The higher the smre the rrore 

external the subjects generalized beliefs. Table 9 shCMs the surrmary of 

the analysis of variance. 
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Table 8 

Group Means, Standard Deviations 

and Difference Scores for the I-E Scale 

Pre-test Post-test l'J.lean 
Group n M=an S • D. Mean S • D. Difference 

1. Delinquent ExperirrentaJ. 18 12.7 2.42 10.2 2.76 -2.5 
(Active) 

2. Delinquent Experirrerital 9 9.7 2.92 10.9 2.85 1.2 
(Inactive) 

3. Delinquent Control 22 10.2 2.63 11.6 2.92 1.4 

4. Non-clielinquent Control 21 12.6 3.84 10.8 4.08 -1.8 

Table 9 

Surrma.r:y of Trend Analysis of Variance of I-E Scale Scores: Groups x Tl.ials. 

SOl.ll;ce of 
Variance 

A: Groups 

Error Between 

B: Trials 

AxB 

E:r:ror Within 

Sum of Squares 

36.06 

742.77 

5.37 

93.99 

590.94 

df Mean Square F 

3 12.021 1.068 

66 11.254 

1 5.37 0.600 

3 31.33 3.499* 

66 8.95 
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From Table 8 it is apparent that the Active D21inquent Experirrerrtals 

and the Non-D21inquents were relatively externally oriented at the pretest 

as compared to the Inactive Exper.irrental and D21inquent Control groups. At 

pretesting, the Trean for the Inactive D21inqueik Experirrentals (the subgroup 

operationally defined only after the fact) was significantly lower, that is 

rrore jpt..ernal, than that for the Active Experirrentals and the Non-Delinquents 

(p<. 025). This finding is surprising and the first hypothesis concerning 

the relative scores of delinquents and non-delinquents was not supported. 

The second hypothesis concerning an expected change ta;vard beliefs of internal 

control for active participants was supported clearly, hooever, Noting 

Table 8 again, the Active Delinquent Exper:i.me.ntals began the study as the 

most externally oriented group and shooed the greatest nurrerical change of 

any group, ending the study with the la-Nest or most internal soore of the 

groups. 'rhus, despite the fact that the relative scores for groups do not 

confirm expectations, the active participants in the prcgram clearly becarre 

rrore internal in their general beliefs about control. It might also be 

li,:;ted that the other two delinquent subgroups tended to becare Jrore external 

in their beliefs in the absence of program participation. 

Overall the scores tend to be roughly comparable to but sOllB'\vbat 

higher than scores for 18 year old males from the Boston area in which 

the :rrean score was 10. 00 (CrONTle and Conn, 1965). That the present scores 

should be sorrewhat higher seems reasonable in that the subjects in VYR are 

younger than 18 and rrore subject to external controls. 

Findings in the I-E Scale data and the Attribution :rreasure offe:t:' scxre 

convergent support when the Active D21inquent Exper.irrentals' results are 
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examined for both, in that the active delinquents shew an increase in 

attribution of personal resp:msibility from pre to post testing Otl the 

Delinquent Typology Stories and an increase in their belief of internal 

control of events on the I -E Scale. 'rhus, at the end of the VYR program 

they appeared rrore willing to accept responsibiIi ty for their actions and 

also saw their behavior as having potentially more influence on b~e 

environmental consequences they received. 

{' 
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16. Conclusions 

Acromplisl1rrents. Using an experimental design including roth matched 

rontrol groups and pre and post measures on rrost variables, Volunteer Youth 

Research was ShONIl to be rrore effective than s·tandard probation in reducing 

the nurrber of convictions of participants and to a lesser extent in reducing 
,'. 

the nurrber of charges and arrests during the interval when the program was 

in eff~ct. Participants also shONed significantly rrore therapeutic change 

On cognitive J.reasures administered pre and post treatJrent. 

Decreased rourt involverrent is a crucial variable in derronstrating the 

objective value to the com:mmity of the treatJrent approach. The derronstration 

of changes in cognition, including rroral development, attribution of blame, 

and locus of control provides infonnation on kinds of cognitive changes which 

possibly mediated the decreased rourt involvement. 

Another general conclusion is that the participants enjoyed the program. 

This can be inferred from their fairly unifonnly positive ratings of their 

sessions, the £act that many spent spare ti.rre at VYR for'Vlhich they received 

no pay, and their open disappoinbnent that the program rould not be rontinueet. 

'!his enjoyrrent can be attributed to rapport established by the staff members 

with their rounselees, the interest elicited by the tasks themselves, and the 

totally voluntary nature of pmticipation in the program. The fact that the 

participants were paid no doubt also enhanced their enjoyment of the program 

both in that it was profitable and that the pay placed them in a role of 

perfor.rning a needed service for the rorrmuni ty • 

An additional ronclusion, not systematically studied though apparent, 

is that VYR received very favorable support from the cormruni ty due to both 

the abilities and efforts of the staff members and the appeal of the general 

approach. 
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Sorre cornrrent should also be made on staff attitudes and interactions 

which, although not systematically studied in this research, are necessarily 

crucial in any accomplishments in a program of this kind. The descriptions 

offered previously make no mention of staff interaction so that the reader 

might conclude all interactions were without serious disagreerrent. This is 

not the case. There were conflicts and disagreerrents, as there must be in 

any prolonged effort involving several individuals. Members sorretirres had 

differing preferences over the way particular actfvi ties whould be 

implemented both intreatrrent and research. Some of these were resolved by 

consensus, others were not, but overall there appeared to be a conviction of 

doing sorrething of· worth with the participants and the conmunity which. helped 

to ease many differing preferences encountered; a conviction 1i'lhich is 

reflected in the staff's (,'ooperation and continued openness to having the 

results of their effort evaluated objectively. 

Delinquent typologies were included in the original des~gn to t:l:y to 

assess whether: the activities were differentially effective for d.:Lfferent 

types of delinquents. The small number of Subjects per category hindered 

a clear resolution of this question; hcwever, convergent findings do 

tentatively suggest that t~e program was more effective with sociopathic 

delinquents. The finding is not conclusive a.'1d the data do not reveal the 

basis for this difference, but the vollmtary nature of VYR seems a likely 

influence here. Sociopathic persons typically show considerable rebellion 

and antagonism to authority. participation in VYR was voluntary so if a 

participant at·tended, he did so by his choice. Participation in the different 

treat:rnent acti vi ties was also voluntary, but participants were not paid 

for activities they refused. Thus, the structure of VYR minimized authority 

agains·t which one could rebel. 
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Problems. One serious problem encountered was the timing of funding for 

the program. It was originally plarmed that the program would begin in the 

surrmer when the author would have been available for a IIDnth devoted to 

training the staff in the theories and procedures to be used. The program 

ac·tually began in the fall, and the author was available only one day per 

week for training and consultation. This resulted in early uncertainty by 

the staff about the research requirerrents of the pro<]ram and in their 

having to learn procedures through much ,?fthe program rather than having, 
. 

a full understanding of what was to be done from the beginning. 

A second problem by nOIll8ans unique to VYR but . representative of

relatively brief programs involving personal interaction is that such 

programs are quite dependent on and vulnerable to the staff members who 

implement them. In particular, one counselor worked for approximately two 

months and then resigned. This resulted in a temporarily heavier work load 

for the remaining members, and it left the new replacement errployee at a 

disadvantage in the arrount of training received and in understanding of the 

program prior to beginning work with participants. This problem was 

canpensated for by the rerrainder of the staff, but other similar programs 

might consider using contracts with errployees much as school systems do 

currently ''lith teachers ... 

An additional problem which can readily be avoided by others was the 

designation of co-coordinators at the beginning of the program. The fact 

that these two positions were listed as equivalent and their respective 

prerogatives and responsibilities not specified in detail resulted in sOIrB 

unnecessary conflict until the i..Yldi viduals concerned worked out the 

respective roles for the two positions. This kind of difficult.Y can be 

avoided in similar programs by specificity in job descriptions and line of 

authority. 
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Suggestions. Although VYR has been described in detail, little has been 

said about the integration of this or similar programs into a corrections 

system. This type of program should be viewed less as a ccrnpetitor with other 

approaches than as a corrplerrentary approach. In corribination with residential 

programs and rrore traditional probation it assures that there are several 

options available to the court for helping the youths dealt with. Those rrost 

appropriate for a program such as VYR appear to be youths with a high 

probability Of continued delinquency but not requiring incarceration. For 

youths judged to be probable one-tirre offenders 1 the facili"ties an¢! efforts . . 
of a program like VYR would be excessive. . Thus; VYR can be regarded as 

"prevention-oriented in that a prominent goal is to rrdnimize prolonged and 

1ll:)re severe court involvement for youths for whOll1 such involverrent appears 

likely. 

An additional suggestion for other similar programs is that every effort 

be made to provide for continuing invol verrent for participants. If such a 

program were continuous, then a participant could be exposed to the. treatnent 

activities, initiate a job or job training, or continue in school and then 

be free to return to the center either for unpaid visits or to assist with 

later participants. It was painful to the staff and to the participants 

to engage in a program in which we and they invested so much personal effort 

and then terminate it after one year. Perhaps more irrportant than the pain 

and frustration is the fact that continued availability of such a facility 

should help greatly in maintaining any therapeutic benefits which 

participants experienced. 

Finally 1 other similar programs could well be made available to both 

sexes and rrore participants could be included without an increase in staff. 

VYR was limited to males because it was a research program and the number of 

clients involved was minimal for dem:mstrating its effectiveness. Inclusion 
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of females would have rreant that when the sarrple was divided. for the variable 

of sex, the sarrple size would have been too small to analyze. A factor which 

lirni ted the number treated in VYR was that eVerything was being learned and 

tried for the first tirre and consequently more tirre was necessary for training, 

romrmmi ty rontacts, and establishing routine procedures than would be 

necessClr.f had the program been continued. Any similar prcgram would 

experience similar pressures initially, but bontinued operation could yield 

. more tiJre available for treat:m:mt activities. 

',. 
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Appendix A 

Classification of Offenses 

Offenses were classified according to eight categories, 

as follcws: 

1. Status offenses 

Incorrigibility, uncontrollabili ty 

Runaway r fugitive frorn home 

Truancy, habitual absentee, violation of 
campulsOl..-y school attendance laws 

Violation ot curfew 

Welfare demands adjudication in that oc
cupation, behavior, environ:rrent, condition, 
association, habits or practices are in
jurious to his or her welfare (as distin
guished from a custody case) 

2. Public order offenses 

Trespassing 

Concealment of we<;1.pons 

Drunkenness, drinking 

Disorderly conduct 

Obstruction of justice 

Resisting arrest 

Disturbing the peace 

3. Drug Offenses 

Glue Sniffing 

Possession of marijuana, hashish or 
any other drugs 

Sales of marijuana, hashish or any 
other dn.-gs 



Appendix A (continued) 

4. Misderreanor against property 

ThrONing objects at an auto 

Petty larceny, shoplifting of goods 
valued at under $100 

Tampering 

Destruction of public or private 
property, vandalism 

Concealed goods 

Disturbing the peace 

CUrsing and abuse, obscene language 

~Elicious mischief 

Lei tering, failure to IIDve on 

Vagrancy 

Destroying or defacing the flag 

Turning in a false alarm 

Making obscene telephone calls, 
misuse of the telephone ' 

Barrb threat 

Conterrpt 

Escape from custody, fugitive from 
SlJiU 1 fugitive from other authorities 
(not from hcrre) 

Driving while drunk, reckless driving, 
hit and run 

Alter identification, using false narre 

Indecent exposure 

Gambling 
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5. Misderreanor against persons 

Sirrple assault 

Threat of bodily harm 

6. Sex Offenses 

Rape, attempted rape, statutory rape, 
sodany 

7. Felony against property 

Burglary, attempted burglary 

Grand larceny r auto larceny, shoplifting 
of goods valued at $100 or over 

Possession of stolen goods, possession 
of stolen auto 

Unauthorized use of auto 

Arson 

Forgery, bad check 

8. Felony against persons 

Murder, atterrpted murder, manslaughter 
(voluntary or involuntary) 

Kidnapping, abduction 

Robbery, attempted robbery 

Mayhem 

Shooting into dwelling or vehicle, 
unlawful discharge of fireanns 

Aggravated assault, assault with a 
deadly weapon, assault with intent to 
kill, malicious wounding, maim, assault 
and battery 

A3 
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Appendix B 

Project participants and Matched Controls vli th ~lJa.tching Variables 

Match Client I. D. Offenses** Raoe Age IQ 
Nl.ID1ber Number*" 

1 1 711100 C 16 85 
164 740000 C 15 80 

2 2 714100 C 13 84 
(134) 410000 C 14 
261 0 C 14 88 

'3 3 810000 B 17 
165 810000 B 15 
235 0 B 16 86 

4 4 815100 B 16 99 
105 825100 B 17 
264 0 B 16 95 

5 5 410000 B IS 98 
(135) 410000 B 16 
207 0 B 16 97 

6 6 310000 C IS 
(103) 310000 C 16 
232 C IS 96 

7 7 410000 C 14 
101 711400 C IS 
236 0 C 14 97 

8 8 510000 B 14 85 
108 814100 B 14 85-95 
201 0 B 14 105 

9 9*** 110000 B 14 

10 10 720000 B 15 78 
163 720000 B 16 78 

11 11 110000 B IS 
. 138 110000 B IS 

208 0 B 15 90 

12 31 710000 B IS 83 
133 810000 B 14 

(206) 0 B 15 90 
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App211dix B 'o:mtinued) 

Match client I. D. O.~fenses** Race Age 1Q 
Number NtJItber* 

13 32 410000 B 13 86 
104 410000 B 14 
266 0 B 13 87 

14 33 710000 C 16 104 
136 712100 C 16 

(265) 0 c 16 101 

15 34 710000 C 15 
(170) 710000 c 15 
234 0 C 16 88 

16 35 834100 B 15 119 
(109) 510000 B 15 
238 0 B 15 102 

17 36 814121 B 15 100 
202 0 B 14 88 

18 37 817100 B 14 103 
102 810000 B 15 
263 0 B l5 91 

19 38 710000 B 15 73 
(137) 410000 B 13 
203 0 B 13 86 

20 39 310000 C 16 99 
168 110000 B 16 71 

(268) 0 c 17 92 

21 40 812100 B 14 62 
166 420000 B 14 
237 0 B 16 100 

22 61 410000 B 14 99 
107 411100 B 15 81 
262 0 B 14 90 

23 62 711100 B 16 94 
132 710000 B 17 
205 0 B 16 93 

24 (63) 420000 C 14 
231 0 C 14 98 
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Appendix B ( continued) 

Match Client 1~ D. Offenses** Race Age 
Number Number* 

25 64 210000 B 15 
161 210000 B 16 

26 66 210000 B 16 
167 220000 B 15 

27 67 210000 B 13 
106 412100 B 14 
204 0 B 13 

28 (68) *** 214100 C 14 

29 69 817100 C 17 
(162) 422300 C 17 

30 71 210000 B 15 

31 72 710000 B 17 
(169) 710000 B 17 

32 131 410000 B 16 
233 0 B 16 

33 239 0 C 13 

*LD. numbers from 1 to 99 are Delinquent Experinentals. 
Numbers from 101 to 199 are Delinquent Controls. 
Numbers from 201 to 299 are Non-Delinquents. 

LD. nurnbel.:s in parentheses indicate only partial testing. 

**Numbers tmder "Offenses" co1urrn shav. severity and number of 
offenses. The first, third, and fifth digits shotl type of 
offense on a scale from 1 to 8 which is described in a 
separate Appendix. The even columns shCM the frequency 
of each type of offense. The most serious offense is 
listed in the first co1urrn on the left fo11&ed by the 
number of convictions. The third colurm gives the next 
most serious offense, etc. 

***These matches are appropriate for test data comparisons, 
but not for objective data corrparisons. 

--- ---
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Appendix C 

I. Cop Scene 

Introduction: SorretiIres we encounter some person in authority like 
a teacher, counselor, or policeman who we think: hasn't considered our 
rights, and who seems only to want to push us around. y'lliether or not they 
really are tmfair is not the point. What is important to keep in mind 
when dealing with people such as these is that the way we talk to them and 
act in front of them will have a big effect on h()\Al they treat us. We 
will do three scepes today. We want. to compare three ways of talking to 
a policeman. Two of the ways aren't good, and would probably get a guy 
into trouble. We want you to watch real closely what is going on. 

Here's the situation: A bO'.f is walking harre frcxn a dance at night, 
just about curfew tirre. A policeman in a squad car stops by the boy and 
wants to talk with him. The boy's nane is Ron, and he is on parole. He 
}mONS it's probably after curfew tiIre and he is a parolee, and he is scared 
because he might get into trouble with the policeman. He doesn't knew 
what's going to happen, and this makes him even more scared. 

Scene a. A prewl car pulls up to the cur:b by a boy who is walJrjng 
along the sidewaJJc. 

Cop: Hey son, carre over here a minute. I want to talk to you. 
Ron: y'lliat do ya' want? 
Cop: What are you doing out here? 
Ron: I I m ~valking ~ the street. vi'hat lsi t look like? 
Cop: Okay, okay. Where are you going? 
Ron: l'm just going home from a dal1ce. I dic1n It feel like committing 

any criIres tonight. 
Cop: You've got a pretty smart IlDUth, son. Just who do you think 

you I re talking to? 
Ron: No one ... no one at all. 
Cop: Well, maybe you I d like to get in the car and carre da;vn to Juvenile 

Hall. We have lots of people you can talk to davn there. 
Ron: Yeah, I bet. Don't threaten Ire, m:m. I haven't done a damn thing. 

I'm just going horre from a dance at Franklin. I'm minding my own 
business. Don't you have anything better to do than stop sOI'l'ebody 
that's just \valking along the street? 

Cop: Listen, son. There's been alot of trouble around this neighborhood 
tonight. Hew do I }mew you're not involved in it? 

Ron: m, carre on. You can It pin that stuff on me. It ain't against 
the law to walk harre at night, is it? 

Cop: If you keep smarting off to me, we'll go right down te»m. 
Ron: Okay, okay. Why don't you just cool it then? 
Cop: Okay, I've had it with you. (takes out pad and pencil) ~'lliat I s 

your naJ.1'\e? 
Ron: What do you want IT!Y nane for? 
Cop: lIm asking the questions. let Ire see sorre I.D. 
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Appendix C (continued) 

Ron: Not until I knOti what you're after. What are you going to do, 
write rre a ticket for walking on the sidewalk? 

Cop: Get in the car. I'm tired of trying to get a straight answer from 
you. NON get in! 

Discussion points. 1. Ron's b=>..havior makes the policeman 
antagonistic. 

Scene b. The second way we'll do next is also likely to get a gt..W 
into rrore trouble. Here, the kid doesn't get mad and wise off, but he 
beatsaromd the bush so much the policeman gets suspicious, and the kid 
gets into trouble. The setting is the sane as Scene a. 

Cop: Carre OVer here a minute. I want to talk to you. 
Ron: Who, me? I didn't do anything. 
Cop: Came over here. 
Ron: (walks over to the car) 
Cop: What are you doing out here? 
Ron: Nothing--I didn't do anything. 
Cop: Where are you going? 
Ron: I'm just going herre. 
Cop: It's pretty late for you to be out, isn't it? 
Ron: Well, I'm not doing anything and I didn't think it was late. 
Cop: Where have you been? 
Ron: To the dance at Franklin. I was just going horre. 
Cop: Where do you live? 
Ron: Just a little ways from here. 
Cop: 1\1hat' s your address? 
Ron: It's on Jensen Street. 
Cop: You're out of your way if you're walking home from Franklin, 

aren't you? 
Ron: Well, I guess so. 
Cop: Look, there's been alot of trouble around here tonight. Na.'l, 

you tell rre that you've been to a dance but you I re a mile out 
of your way and you're wandering around just "going horre" • 
That doesn't. rrake sense to rre. It sounds kinda suspicious. 

Ron: Well, I guess I walked a friend harre. He lives over on Dunrrore. 
Cop: You guess? 
Ron: Well, I did. 
Cop: You should have told rre that in the firs·t place. I'm going to 

take your l1aITB and address. May I see your I.D. card? 
Ron: What do you \'7ant that for? I haven I t done anything. 
Cop: Then you don't have anything to worry about. Your I.D. 
Ron: (hanc1.s the policeman his I.D. card) 
Cop ~ I want your friend's narre, too. 
Ron: Well, I don't know his nane. He is just a guy from school. 
Cop: Okay, son. Quit stalling me. You say this kid is your friend 

and you go a mile out of your way to walk him horre. NON you say 
you don I t knC1.'l his narre. Maybe you I d like to talk about this at 
Juvenile Hall? 

Ron: Well, his nane' s Jim, I guess. 
Cop: Jim \vhat? 
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Ron: Well, I dunno--I guess I've forgotten his last name. 
Cop: Okay, if that I s the way you want it. Maybe you'll rerrember a 

fefl things do\'ffitOtlIl at the Youth Center. Get in the car. 

Discussion points. 1. You all say that you know how to act with 
a cop. Sometin'es you don't actually do it. Why? What happens when you 
get scared? 2. Do each of you see what this kid did wrong? Lots of 
guys don't think. that their evasive behavior is easily seen through. They 
don't really fool anyone. 3. Lots of kids foul thernsel ves up in one of 
these two ways--with teachers, bosses, and parents as well as policerren. 
Can you think of other ways? 

Scene c. In the next scene, another boy handles the situa"tion another 
"Ylay. The setting is the same--the boy is walking horre and. a pravl car pulls 
up to the curb. 

Cop: 
Ron: 
Cop: 
Ron: 

Cop: 

Ron: 

Cop: 
Ron: 
Cop: 

Ron: 

Cop: 
Ron: 
Cop: 
Ron: 
Cop: 
Ron: 

" Cop: 
Ron: 

Cop: 

Ron: 

Cop? 
Ron: 

Cop: 

Hey, son, cooo over here a minute. I want to talk to you. 
(walks over to +11e car) Yes? 

What are you doing out here? 
I'm walking hooo from a dance at Franklin High School. Is anyf-bing 
wrong? 
Well, there I s been an a"wful lot of vandalism in this neighborhood 
and it's pretty late for you to be out, isn't it? 
Yes sir, I guess so. But 11m not doing anything wrong and I'm 
going right herre. I only live a few rrore blocks ar.<lay. 
Where? 
On Jensen Street. 
Then you're a little out of the way if you're walking home from 
Franklin. 
Yes, you're right, but I was walking herre with a friend who lives 
on Dunmore and I I m going to IT!Y house nCM. 
You should have told Ire that in the first place. 
Yeah, you're righ"t. I just 'didn't think about it. 
Did you boys stop at all, on the way horre from the dance? 
No, we walked right over to his house. 
~Vhen did you leave the dance? 
About twelve o'cloCk. 
Well, I better take your name and address down, just in case. 
Well, okay I but I haven't done anything wrong, and I don't want 
to get into any trouble. 
I'll have to have your name and address. Don't worry, if you 
didn't do anything you won I t have anything to ''''-lorry about. 
Okay I IT!Y name is Ron Scott and I live at 1010 Jensen Street. 
Anything else? 
Yes I who were you with tonight? 
Well, nCM, I I m not bying to make any trouble but I don't think 
it's really right for me to get IT!Y buddy involved. We really 
didn I t do anything wrong. I can't see any reason to get him mixed 
up in this. 
I told you you don't have to worry if you dian I t do anything. I 
just need to know, in case we have to check out your sto:r:y. It 
wouJd be alot easier for you if you told~. 



Appendix C (continued) 

Ron ~ Well r I don I t think it I S right for Ire to have to ... Okay, his name 
is Dough Graham. You can see that Ilm just waJking horre. You can 
check and find' out that we were at the dance tonight. 

Cop: Donlt worry. This is just routine. 
Ron: If that's all then I'd better be going. 
Cop: Okay r that's alL 

Discussion points. 1. Notice that the third scene is not as 
intriguing as the first scene. rrbe right way to act is often less 
attracti ve on the surface that the not so correct way of dealing with 
this kind of a situation. 
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Appendix D 

Charges and Arrests, Convictions r and Tine Incarcerated 
(in rronths) for Matched Pairs of Delinquent Subjects 

Client I. D. Number of Charges Nurrber of Time 
Nurrbers and Arrests Convictions Incarcerated 

DE DC* DE ]X: DE DC DE 

1 164 2 0 0 0 0 
2 134 1 2 1 0 0 
3 165 0 1 0 1 0 
4 105 0 0 0 0 0 
5 135 2 1 0 1 0 
6 103 0 0 0 0 0 
7 101 0 1 0 1 0 
8 108 0 0 0 0 0 

10 163 5 1 5 1 3.3 
11 138 0 0 0 0 0 
31 133 1 0 0 0 0 
32 104 0 0 0 0 0 
33 136 0 1 0 0 0 
37 102 3 4 2 3 0 
38 137 0 0 0 0 0 
39 168 0 0 0 0 0 
40 166 0 1 0 1 0 
61 107 0 2 0 2 0 
62 132 0 0 0 0 0 
64 161 0 0 0 0 0 
66 167 1 2 0 1 0 
67 106 0 0 0 0 0 
69 162 0 0 0 0 0 
12 169 0 0 0 0 0 

*DE represents Delinquent Experi.Tli2Iltal subjects, and DC represents 
Delinquent Controls. 

IX:: 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5.3 
0 
0 
3.3 
1.7 
0 
0 
4 
0 
O. 
0 
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Appendix E 

Moral 'Discussion Procedure 

1. Present a dilemna. 

2. Children are asked for ways to resolve it. 

3. Suggestions noted on the blackboard. 

4. Elaborate the c'Onsequences of each solution for the individuals involved. 
Psychological d.irrensions. Social dirn:ffisions. 

5. Children are asked to sr:ecify the standard or hierarchy of values 
implicit in each of the decisions. 

6. E would then try to stirrrulate controversy by introducing 
controversial questions and issues. (See appendix, e.g.) 

7. As children of differing stages argue, E takes an average "one
stage-higher" solution and clarifies and supports the child 
argument. (See appended questions) 

8. E elaborates this till everyone seenlS to understand it. 

9. E leaves as much of the argum:mt as possible to children. He would 
sumrrarize, clarify and occasionally present a viewp;::>int. 

10. E tries to encourage older children to point out why stages belav are 
incomplete or inadequate. 

11. If they were inadequate he would help out. 

12. When they reach a cor..sensus E presents the next higher stage viewpoint. 

(optional) 
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Appendix F 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

Story I. Heinz and the Drug 

Life 

1. Should Heinz steal the drug? 'Why? 

2. 'Which is worse, letting sorreone die or stealing? Why? 

Ql~stions -to promote Stage 3: 

(1) What about Heinz I love for his wife? 

(la) Wouldn I t he feel like stealing the drug because he loved his 
wife so much? -

(lb) Don It you think he should steal for her if he loves her very much? 

(2) What about the sense of loss he would feel if his wife died? 

(2a) Wouldn It he feel a greater sense of loss if his wife died than if 
he went to jail? 

(2b) Which do you think he would feel worse about, losing his wife or 
spending sorre tine in jail? 

(3) Think about the druggist IS rroney and the woman I s life. Is one more 
important than the other? 

(3a) Is the druggist IS rroney rrore irrportant than a woman I slife? 

(4) What about what other people would think of him if he let his wife die? 

(4a) Even though he kept the law, \'Touldn I t other people think he was a 
pretty bad person if he let his wife die? 

( 4b) What would you think of him if sorreone you knew let his wife die 
like that? 

(5) What about the arrount the druggist was charging? 

(Sa) Wasn It the druggist vvrong to charge so much? 

(6) In this StOl:Y are there any reasons why you would feel that Heinz should 
be excused for stealing the drug? 

(6a) Wouldn It you feel like excusing a person for stealing if it \vas to 
save the life of so.rreone they loved? 
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Story I. Heinz and the Drug (cont' d) 

(7) Hatl do you think the other rrernbers of his family would view his 
behavior? 

(7a) 'What would his family think and/or feel about him if he le·t his 
wife die? 

3. Is there a good reason for a husband to steal if he doesn't love his wife? 

(1) 'What about just helping a person? 

(la) Would he feel like helping another r:erson? 

(]b) Shouldn't he help another r:erson in trouble? 

(2) "What about the fact that they have shared their life together? 

4. Would it be as right to steal it for a stranger as his wife? "Why? 

(1) 1 above also applicable. 

(2) 'What would his family and/or friends think if they knew he had let 
so:rreone die? 

(2a) Wouldn't they think it was wrong? 

(3) If you were a sick stranger, what would you think? ... 

(3a) "What vvould you expect him to do? 

(3b) Would you want to be saved by him? 

5. Suppose he was stealing it for a pet he loved dearly. Would it be right to 
steal for the r:et? 

(1) What about -his feelings for the pet? 

(2) Wouldn't you feel sorry for the animal's suffering? 

(3) What would be the effec.ts on everybody else? 
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Appendix G 

SESSION DATA SHEET 

NAME ___________________________ IoD. NO. __________________________ _ 

CDUNSELOR DATE YEAR --------------------- ------ ~----------------
TYPE OF SESSICN ___________________________ _ 

PONcrUALITY : 

( ) 1:=5 min. early 
( ) 2: =On t.irre 
( ) 3:=10 min. late (less) 

STAFF RATING (SCAIE=1-7, RATE PARI'ICIPANTS) 

1. Errotional involverrent 
-----,2. Liking of the session 

3. Freedom and ease in session 
---------4. Arrount of (xmstructi ve behavior 

5. Candor in session -----

NOTES: 

STUDENT'S RATING SHEET (SCALE=l to 7) 

1. HaN' much you liked the rreeting -----
2 . Desire to corre to next rreeti.l1.g -----
3. Hoo helpful this :rreeting was for you ------

NOlES: 

( ) 4:10 min. late (more) 
( ) 5:Absent 
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CDUNSELOR RATINGS & STANDARDS 

1. Emotional invol verrent: 

1. Negativism 
2. Apparent boredom 
3. Indifferent 
4. Mild interest 
5. Intense interest 
6. Emotionally expressive 
7. Catharsis 

2. Liking of session: 

1. Disgust 
2. 
3. 
4. Indifference 
5. 
6. 
7. Strong enthusiasm 

3. Freedom and ease: 

1. Obvious unease e.g. (tense, suspicious, quiet, etc.) 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Complete ease: trusting, spontaneous 

4. Amount of constructive behavior 

1. Zero 
2. 
3. 
4. rv.lOderate 
5. 
6. 
7. Optimal 

5. Candor in session: 

1- Deceptive 
2. 
3. 
4. Moderate 
5. 
6. 
7. Total 

Hl 
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STUDENT I S RATJNG SHEET 

1. How much you liked the rreeting: 

1. Not at all 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Very much, thoroughly enjoyed it. 

2. Desire to retuxn: 

1. Don i t want to 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Want to very much 

3. Hew helpful thisrreeting was for you: 

1. Not at all 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Very much 

H2 
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